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Peter Millar lava wash hoodie and 
swim trunk sold on back cover.

B. #40804 BIRDIES EYE VIEW $115.00
C. #40801 SHIP FACED $115.00
D. #40800 GOLD RUSH $115.00
E. #40803 TIC-TAC TATT $115.00
F. #40802 OCEAN TIME $115.00
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WESTPORT BLACK™ CASH M ERE 
LU X U RY  F OR AN Y  SEASON  

black

blue mix

greycaramel

brown

cognac

black LORO PIANA WOOL PLEATED SLACKS Yes, big and tall gentlemen can wear pleats. These trousers lend a classic look that can be worn year-
round, thanks to the super 130s wool construction. With two front side-seam pockets and two button-thorugh rear pockets. 100% wool. Dry 
clean. Made with fabric from the renowned textile mill Loro Piana. Tall sizes: 36-46 long; Big sizes: 42-56 regular. #41063    $345

CAIMAN CROCODILE BELT Tapered end with a self keeper loop. Made in USA. 1⅜" wide. Waist sizes: 36-54. #32866    $470

PASTEL MULTI-CHECK SPORT SHIRT Add some seasonal color to your spring shirt rotation with this check design in shades of peach, aqua and 
purple. Unique light purple buttons are a perfect accent. Button-down collar. Two-button adjustable barrel cuffs. 100% cotton. Dry clean. Tall 
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #41066    $199.50

GREENWICH CASHMERE V-NECK SWEATER Treat yourself to a favorite big and tall cashmere sweater that feels and fits like a dream. Knit from 
the finest cashmere with superior softness that’s ideal for spring weather or cooler summer temperatures. Fully fashioned sweater features 
English drop shoulders and contrast color inside the neckline. Rib-knit at V-neckline, cuffs and bottom hem. 100% cashmere. Dry clean. Tall
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40966    $398

Welcome the change of seasons with a fresh approach to summer style. 
Discover pieces that are designed with attention to detail and quality that 
is unsurpassed. Along with our expanded Westport Black™ collection, you’ll 
find specialty brands like Peter Millar and Robert Graham — each a testament 
to our commitment to the finest materials and best wardrobe solutions 
for discerning big & tall men. Shop our designated section on pages 2-25.

T H E L U X U R Y  COLLECT I O N

SUMMER 2022

EXCLUSIVE
to Westportto Westportto Westport
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WESTPORT BLACK™ CASH M ERE 
LU X U RY  F OR AN Y  SEASON  

multi

black

aqua

navy

sky

berry

ivory

WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767

LORO PIANA WOOL PLEATED SLACKS Yes, big and tall gentlemen can wear pleats. These trousers lend a classic look that can be worn year-
round, thanks to the super 130s wool construction. With two front side-seam pockets and two button-thorugh rear pockets. 100% wool. Dry 
clean. Made with fabric from the renowned textile mill Loro Piana. Tall sizes: 36-46 long; Big sizes: 42-56 regular. #41063    $345

CAIMAN CROCODILE BELT Tapered end with a self keeper loop. Made in USA. 1⅜" wide. Waist sizes: 36-54. #32866    $470

PASTEL MULTI-CHECK SPORT SHIRT Add some seasonal color to your spring shirt rotation with this check design in shades of peach, aqua and 
purple. Unique light purple buttons are a perfect accent. Button-down collar. Two-button adjustable barrel cuffs. 100% cotton. Dry clean. Tall 
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #41066    $199.50

GREENWICH CASHMERE V-NECK SWEATER Treat yourself to a favorite big and tall cashmere sweater that feels and fits like a dream. Knit from 
the finest cashmere with superior softness that’s ideal for spring weather or cooler summer temperatures. Fully fashioned sweater features 
English drop shoulders and contrast color inside the neckline. Rib-knit at V-neckline, cuffs and bottom hem. 100% cashmere. Dry clean. Tall
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40966    $398

Welcome the change of seasons with a fresh approach to summer style. 
Discover pieces that are designed with attention to detail and quality that 
is unsurpassed. Along with our expanded Westport Black™ collection, you’ll 
find specialty brands like Peter Millar and Robert Graham — each a testament 
to our commitment to the finest materials and best wardrobe solutions 
for discerning big & tall men. Shop our designated section on pages 2-25.

T H E L U X U R Y  COLLECT I O N

EXCLUSIVE
to Westport
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LONG-SLEEVE PATTERNED COTTON STRETCH SPORT SHIRTS  Art comes to life in colorful fashion on these luxe Italian fabric  shirts. Accented 
with convertible cuffs, inner collar detailing, and a hidden button-down design to keep the collar neatly in place. 97% cotton, 3% elastane. Dry 
clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. c. #41047  ABSTRACT FLORAL  d. #41048   KALEIDOSCOPE    e. #41049  PIRATE ADVENTURE   $145

PERFORMANCE STRETCH SPORT COAT  Enjoy a polished look with soft knit comfort. Crafted of Italian stretch fabric this sport coat features 
two-button styling with piping on the inner jacket. The fabric wears beautifully and resists wrinkles, making it a smart choice for travel or any 
active lifestyle. 50% cotton, 50% Modal®. Dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. #41050    $295

WESTPORT BLACK™ OSTRICH BELT  An understated, yet sophisticated accent for any look. Genuine ostrich skin with a gunmetal buckle. Waist 
sizes: 38-56. #41067    $198

WEATHERED CANVAS FIVE-POCKET PANT  Slip into the ultimate lightweight, breathable pant that’s perfect for warm summer weather. Super 
stretch fabric has a soft touch and easily conforms to your every move for maximum all-day comfort. 77% lyocell, 20% cotton, 3% elastane. 
Machine wash. Waist sizes: 36-56, 38" inseam. #41062    $198

STRETCH DENIM JEANS You know those jeans that feel good from the start, and just keep getting better over time? This pair would be 
it. Details matter. Signature geo dot pocketing. Anodized black rivets. Embossed leather patch. Button and zip closure. Straight leg. 
99% cotton, 1% spandex. Machine wash. Sizes: 36-56; inseams vary. #39551    $149

ECCO SOFT SLIP-ON SNEAKER Crafted from Yak nubuck and calf suede to create a luxurious, tactile effect. Hard-wearing sole with shock 
absorption and cushioning where you need it most. Elasticated side panels ensure an easy on and off. Whole sizes: 12-15. #40581    $150

WOVEN LEATHER BELT Uniquely textured and toned. 1½” wide. Spot clean. Made in USA. Waist sizes: 38-56. #38302    $195

COTTON STRETCH BLOUSON JACKET Minimalist design, maximum comfort and versatility! Zip-front design has a relaxed fit, with ribbed knit 
cuffs, collar and waist band. Fully lined. Shell: 97% cotton, 3% spandex; Lining: 100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.

#40886    $195

SHORT-SLEEVE KNIT PATTERNED SPORT SHIRT Ultimate comfort meets on-trend style. Mercerized cotton is infused with six-way stretch 
for an extremely soft feel. Quick-dry moisture wicking and anti-microbial properties. 60% cotton, 40% Modal®. Dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X.     a. #41052   NAVY   b. #41051   WHITE    $135

c. black

 WESTPORT BLACKTM

p u ts the c ool in c asu al

d. navy

EXCLUSIVE
to Westport
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dark

medium
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black
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black

b. white

a. navy

light
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LONG-SLEEVE PATTERNED COTTON STRETCH SPORT SHIRTS  Art comes to life in colorful fashion on these luxe Italian fabric  shirts. Accented 
with convertible cuffs, inner collar detailing, and a hidden button-down design to keep the collar neatly in place. 97% cotton, 3% elastane. Dry 
clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. c. #41047  ABSTRACT FLORAL  d. #41048   KALEIDOSCOPE    e. #41049  PIRATE ADVENTURE   $145

PERFORMANCE STRETCH SPORT COAT  Enjoy a polished look with soft knit comfort. Crafted of Italian stretch fabric this sport coat features 
two-button styling with piping on the inner jacket. The fabric wears beautifully and resists wrinkles, making it a smart choice for travel or any 
active lifestyle. 50% cotton, 50% Modal®. Dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. #41050    $295

WESTPORT BLACK™ OSTRICH BELT  An understated, yet sophisticated accent for any look. Genuine ostrich skin with a gunmetal buckle. Waist 
sizes: 38-56. #41067    $198

WEATHERED CANVAS FIVE-POCKET PANT  Slip into the ultimate lightweight, breathable pant that’s perfect for warm summer weather. Super 
stretch fabric has a soft touch and easily conforms to your every move for maximum all-day comfort. 77% lyocell, 20% cotton, 3% elastane. 
Machine wash. Waist sizes: 36-56, 38" inseam. #41062    $198

STRETCH DENIM JEANS You know those jeans that feel good from the start, and just keep getting better over time? This pair would be 
it. Details matter. Signature geo dot pocketing. Anodized black rivets. Embossed leather patch. Button and zip closure. Straight leg. 
99% cotton, 1% spandex. Machine wash. Sizes: 36-56; inseams vary. #39551    $149

ECCO SOFT SLIP-ON SNEAKER Crafted from Yak nubuck and calf suede to create a luxurious, tactile effect. Hard-wearing sole with shock 
absorption and cushioning where you need it most. Elasticated side panels ensure an easy on and off. Whole sizes: 12-15. #40581    $150

WOVEN LEATHER BELT Uniquely textured and toned. 1½” wide. Spot clean. Made in USA. Waist sizes: 38-56. #38302    $195

COTTON STRETCH BLOUSON JACKET Minimalist design, maximum comfort and versatility! Zip-front design has a relaxed fit, with ribbed knit 
cuffs, collar and waist band. Fully lined. Shell: 97% cotton, 3% spandex; Lining: 100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.

#40886    $195

SHORT-SLEEVE KNIT PATTERNED SPORT SHIRT Ultimate comfort meets on-trend style. Mercerized cotton is infused with six-way stretch 
for an extremely soft feel. Quick-dry moisture wicking and anti-microbial properties. 60% cotton, 40% Modal®. Dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X.     a. #41052   NAVY   b. #41051   WHITE    $135 05LUXEWESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767
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STRETCH SATEEN FIVE-POCKET PANTS Treat yourself to a luxurious 
feel with everyday wearability. Incredibly smooth, soft and enhanced 
with stretch for greater range of motion and shape retention. Graphic 
interior pocketing. 96% cotton, 4% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
36-48, 38" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 34" inseam. #39926    $149

DIAMOND EMBOSSED SUEDE BELT Italian suede with antique nickle 
buckle and loops. Made in USA. Waist sizes: 38-60. #37682    $85

ECCO SOFT PERFORATED SNEAKERS Step up your casual style with 
an updated sneaker that provides support, cushioning and flexibility. 
Breathable nubuck leather upper, leather lining. Whole sizes: 12-15.

#40579    $160

SUMMER-READY STYLE 
BY WESTPORT BLACK™

EXCLUSIVE
to Westport

black
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sapphire

sage khaki

blue

tan

brown

night sky

wild dove

d. pink

f. navy

h. blue

b green

e. mint

a. navy

g. peach

c. mint
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FIND MORE COLORS & STYLES AT WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM 07LUXE

STRETCH SATEEN FIVE-POCKET PANTS Treat yourself to a luxurious 
feel with everyday wearability. Incredibly smooth, soft and enhanced 
with stretch for greater range of motion and shape retention. Graphic 
interior pocketing. 96% cotton, 4% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
36-48, 38" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 34" inseam. #39926    $149

DIAMOND EMBOSSED SUEDE BELT Italian suede with antique nickle 
buckle and loops. Made in USA. Waist sizes: 38-60. #37682    $85

ECCO SOFT PERFORATED SNEAKERS Step up your casual style with 
an updated sneaker that provides support, cushioning and flexibility. 
Breathable nubuck leather upper, leather lining. Whole sizes: 12-15.

#40579    $160

SS PATTERNED SPORT SHIRTS Refresh your shirt supply with a modern, 
polished look with the natural stretch appeal of premium cotton. 100% 
cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.

a. #40934  CROWD   b. #40936  DIAMOND    c. #40935  TRI-SQUARE   
d. #40937  PAISLEY    e. #40919  ARCHES   f. #40921  TRIANGLES    

g. #40920  CIRCLES    h. #40918  MEDALLIONS    $138

GOAT SUEDE SHIRT JACKET Metisse breed goat suede from Italy 
is distinguished for exceptional softness, lightness, flexibility and 
enduring character. The longer length offers a better fit, while the 
bonded interior ensures extra comfort and ease of layering. Elevated 
with horn buttons. 100% Italian goat suede made in the USA. 
Professional care. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.        #38698    $750

SUMMER-READY STYLE 
BY WESTPORT BLACK™

EXCLUSIVE
to Westportto Westportto Westport

sand

cedar

olive

navye. mint

a. navy

g. peach

c. mint
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YACHT CLUB WINDBREAKER Sea-worthy, yes, but this windbreaker from Peter Millar looks as great as it protects. Wind- and water-resistant poly 
has 4-way stretch for plenty of flexibility. 100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. a. #40746    $275

YACHT CLUB VEST The perfect layer for your next boating adventure, this easy-care vest features 4-way stretch to move with you. Crafted of wind 
and water-resistant poly that is easily packable. 100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. b. #40747    $250

COTTON-MERINO CREWNECK SWEATER Sumptuously soft, this classic fit sweater is an ideal layering piece. Rib knit cuffs and hem. 70% pima 
cotton, 30% superfine merino wool. Hand wash or dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40814    $325

SHORT-SLEEVE COTTON STRETCH SPORT SHIRTS With a subtle nod to your love of sea and sand, these shirts will become a favorite for all of your 
summer adventures. Even with their whimsical designs, they are designed with luxury in mind. Cotton is infused with two-way stretch for all day 
comfort and flexibility. Finished with luxe details like a soft collar, French placket and a chest pocket. 97% cotton, 3% elastane. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. c. #40787  OAHU   $190     d. #40788  WAVES & FINS    $190

EXCLUSIVE
to Westportto Westportto Westport

PETER M I LLAR Y AC H T CL U B
sea-worthy sep arates with a tou c h of l u x u ry 

a. sport navy

b. cape red

a. navy

b. sport navy
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YACHT CLUB WINDBREAKER Sea-worthy, yes, but this windbreaker from Peter Millar looks as great as it protects. Wind- and water-resistant poly 
has 4-way stretch for plenty of flexibility. 100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. a. #40746    $275

YACHT CLUB VEST The perfect layer for your next boating adventure, this easy-care vest features 4-way stretch to move with you. Crafted of wind 
and water-resistant poly that is easily packable. 100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. b. #40747    $250

COTTON-MERINO CREWNECK SWEATER Sumptuously soft, this classic fit sweater is an ideal layering piece. Rib knit cuffs and hem. 70% pima 
cotton, 30% superfine merino wool. Hand wash or dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40814    $325

SHORT-SLEEVE COTTON STRETCH SPORT SHIRTS With a subtle nod to your love of sea and sand, these shirts will become a favorite for all of your 
summer adventures. Even with their whimsical designs, they are designed with luxury in mind. Cotton is infused with two-way stretch for all day 
comfort and flexibility. Finished with luxe details like a soft collar, French placket and a chest pocket. 97% cotton, 3% elastane. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. c. #40787  OAHU   $190     d. #40788  WAVES & FINS    $190

FIND MORE COLORS & STYLES AT WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM 09LUXE

navy

d. ocean blue
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EXCLUSIVE
to Westport

PETER M I LLAR Y AC H T CL U B
sea-worthy sep arates with a tou c h of l u x u ry 
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LONG BAY MULTI-STRIPE QUARTER-ZIP SWEATER With a detailed 
mélange weave and super soft hand, you’ll enjoy this versatile 
sweater. Mock neck styling with a leather zipper pull. 55% merino 
wool, 45% linen. Hand wash or dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 
2X-4X. #40812    $325

THERMAL FLOW REVERSIBLE VEST This is the one piece you’ll want 
in cooler weather. Lightly quilted, soft touch poly has 4-way stretch 
and is wind and water resistant. Reverses from blue to grey, with two 
pockets on each side. 100% poly shell, lining and fill. Machine wash.
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40748    $325

MERINO WOOL-LINEN SHAWL SWEATER A remarkably soft merino-
linen blend makes this the perfect layer of warmth. Wide 2x2, vertical 
channel knit design with ribbed knit cuffs and bottom band for shape 

PETER M I LLAR SPR I N G  RE F I N E M E N T
ev eryday essentials with a tou c h of l u x u ry 

sand sage navy grainivory

EXCLUSIVE
to Westport

WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767

black

grey

navy

mocha

ULTIMATE STRETCH SATEEN FIVE-POCKET PANTS One touch and you’re hooked. Up for anything, any season. Stretch sateen fabric is 
lightweight, super soft to the touch and made for ease of movement in 67% cotton, 30% Modal®, 3% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-46, 
38" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 34" inseam. #38863    $198

WESTPORT BLACKTM SUEDE BELT Soft, Italian suede with contrast stitching creates an eye-catching look. Made in the USA. Brushed nickel 
buckle. Waist sizes: 38-60. #72983    $110

RIOMAR THE WATERMAN INTERCHANGEABLE BIT BOAT SHOE Add a personal touch to your footwear with the decorative metal bits, which 
can be removed and replaced with a different style. Boat shoe style features waterproof leather uppers and a hybrid driver sole, striking a 
perfect balance between dressy and casual. Made in Portugal. Whole sizes: 12-15. #72931    $199

navy

tan
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LONG BAY MULTI-STRIPE QUARTER-ZIP SWEATER With a detailed 
mélange weave and super soft hand, you’ll enjoy this versatile 
sweater. Mock neck styling with a leather zipper pull. 55% merino 
wool, 45% linen. Hand wash or dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 
2X-4X. #40812    $325

THERMAL FLOW REVERSIBLE VEST This is the one piece you’ll want 
in cooler weather. Lightly quilted, soft touch poly has 4-way stretch 
and is wind and water resistant. Reverses from blue to grey, with two 
pockets on each side. 100% poly shell, lining and fill. Machine wash.
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40748    $325

MERINO WOOL-LINEN SHAWL SWEATER A remarkably soft merino-
linen blend makes this the perfect layer of warmth. Wide 2x2, vertical 
channel knit design with ribbed knit cuffs and bottom band for shape 

retention. 46% wool, 36% linen, 18% nylon. Hand wash or dry clean.
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40813    $325

LINEN TATTERSALL SPORT SHIRT This airy plaid is a must for 
warmer weather. With a button-down collar and chest pocket. 100% 
linen. Hand wash or dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
                                                                                                        #40741    $195

WAFFLE KNIT QUARTER-ZIP SWEATER Unique stitching and luxurious 
softness combine to create a one-of-a-kind lightweight sweater. 
Vertical ribbed knit openings ensure shape retention wear after wear. 
70% supima cotton, 30% extra-fine merino wool. Hand wash or dry 
clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40811    $325

PETER M I LLAR SPR I N G  RE F I N E M E N T
ev eryday essentials with a tou c h of l u x u ry 

11LUXE

EXCLUSIVE
to Westport

WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767

oakwood
ocean blue

gale grey

ULTIMATE STRETCH SATEEN FIVE-POCKET PANTS One touch and you’re hooked. Up for anything, any season. Stretch sateen fabric is 
lightweight, super soft to the touch and made for ease of movement in 67% cotton, 30% Modal®, 3% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-46, 
38" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 34" inseam. #38863    $198

WESTPORT BLACKTM SUEDE BELT Soft, Italian suede with contrast stitching creates an eye-catching look. Made in the USA. Brushed nickel 
buckle. Waist sizes: 38-60. #72983    $110

RIOMAR THE WATERMAN INTERCHANGEABLE BIT BOAT SHOE Add a personal touch to your footwear with the decorative metal bits, which 
can be removed and replaced with a different style. Boat shoe style features waterproof leather uppers and a hybrid driver sole, striking a 
perfect balance between dressy and casual. Made in Portugal. Whole sizes: 12-15. #72931    $199

blue surf

ocean blue
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BEDFORD COTTON-BLEND STRETCH SHORTS So soft, so comfortable and just right for 
warm weather adventures. These shorts feature two-way stretch to move with you. Two 
front pockets, and button-through rear pockets. 63% cotton, 33% Tencel®, 4% spandex. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-46, 12" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 11" inseam. #40827    $155

RIOMAR THE WATERMAN INTERCHANGEABLE BIT BOAT SHOE A warm weather essential, 
this shoe is made in Portugal with a hybrid driver sole. Waterproof textured leather 
upper with soft leather insole. Unique bearing system lets you to change out the metal 
bit for a whole new look. Whole sizes: 12-15. #72930    $220

WESTPORT BLACK™ SUEDE O-RING BELT Italian calf suede with embossed leather accent 
tab. 1⅜" wide. Waist sizes: 38-56. #38301    $195

LUXE COTTON BLEND QUARTER-ZIP SWEATER Finely woven of an innovative blend of fibers that deliver supreme softness and shape retention.  
Ribbed knit cuffs and openings. Accented with leather zipper pull. 53% cotton, 22% Tencel®, 20% nylon, 5% silk. Hand wash or dry clean. Tall 
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40810    $198

WINDOWPANE SPORT SHIRT A classic style updated in a fresh spring color way. Luxury details include a soft spread collar, French placket and 
double-button barrel cuffs. Chest pocket. 100% cotton. Machine wash. Color: cottage blue. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40737    $195

WATKINS COTTON STRETCH BUTTON-DOWN SPORT SHIRT An easy upgrade to your wardrobe, this shirt combines traditional styling 
with two-way stretch comfort. A French placket and double-button barrel cuffs complete the look. 42% cotton, 36% nylon, 17% Tencel®, 
5% spandex. Machine wash. Color: pink lemonade. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40739    $195

CREST POLO This is not your ordinary polo shirt. The Soft Touch construction blends pima cotton with Tencel® and a just-right amount of 
stretch for unparalled comfort. Features a soft constructed collar and side vents for an extra-sporty look. 59% pima cotton, 35% Tencel® lyocell, 
6% spandex. Machine wash. Made in Peru. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40770    $145

PETER M I LLAR L I G H TE N S I T U P
simp le p iec es with l u x u ry tou c hes —  p erfec t for warmer weather 

cottage 
blue

navy

summer ivory

violet sky

pink 
lemonade
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BEDFORD COTTON-BLEND STRETCH SHORTS So soft, so comfortable and just right for 
warm weather adventures. These shorts feature two-way stretch to move with you. Two 
front pockets, and button-through rear pockets. 63% cotton, 33% Tencel®, 4% spandex. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-46, 12" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 11" inseam. #40827    $155

RIOMAR THE WATERMAN INTERCHANGEABLE BIT BOAT SHOE A warm weather essential, 
this shoe is made in Portugal with a hybrid driver sole. Waterproof textured leather 
upper with soft leather insole. Unique bearing system lets you to change out the metal 
bit for a whole new look. Whole sizes: 12-15. #72930    $220

WESTPORT BLACK™ SUEDE O-RING BELT Italian calf suede with embossed leather accent 
tab. 1⅜" wide. Waist sizes: 38-56. #38301    $195

FIND MORE COLORS & STYLES AT WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM 13LUXE

LUXE COTTON BLEND QUARTER-ZIP SWEATER Finely woven of an innovative blend of fibers that deliver supreme softness and shape retention.  
Ribbed knit cuffs and openings. Accented with leather zipper pull. 53% cotton, 22% Tencel®, 20% nylon, 5% silk. Hand wash or dry clean. Tall 
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40810    $198

WINDOWPANE SPORT SHIRT A classic style updated in a fresh spring color way. Luxury details include a soft spread collar, French placket and 
double-button barrel cuffs. Chest pocket. 100% cotton. Machine wash. Color: cottage blue. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40737    $195

WATKINS COTTON STRETCH BUTTON-DOWN SPORT SHIRT An easy upgrade to your wardrobe, this shirt combines traditional styling 
with two-way stretch comfort. A French placket and double-button barrel cuffs complete the look. 42% cotton, 36% nylon, 17% Tencel®, 
5% spandex. Machine wash. Color: pink lemonade. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40739    $195

CREST POLO This is not your ordinary polo shirt. The Soft Touch construction blends pima cotton with Tencel® and a just-right amount of 
stretch for unparalled comfort. Features a soft constructed collar and side vents for an extra-sporty look. 59% pima cotton, 35% Tencel® lyocell, 
6% spandex. Machine wash. Made in Peru. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40770    $145

PETER M I LLAR L I G H TE N S I T U P
simp le p iec es with l u x u ry tou c hes —  p erfec t for warmer weather 

chocolate

slate navy

EXCLUSIVE
to Westportto Westportto Westport

carnival 
blue

palmer 
pink

white

willow 
mist

violet 
sky

ta
n
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ROBERT GRAHAM PATTERNED OR SOLID CREWNECK TEE There’s no need to settle for an average T-shirt when you can choose a unique design. 
Go for a bold abstract print or a solid tee with contrast stitching. The solid tee is super soft and has a chest pocket. Both have side vents for 
added flexibility and comfort. Patterned tee: 100% cotton; Solid tee: 50% cotton, 50% Modal®. Machine wash. Tall sizes: XLT-4XT; Big sizes: 
2X-4X. d. #40861   RAINTREE    $160    e. #40855   SOLID    $95

ROBERT GRAHAM SWIM SHORT Make a splash with the bold, modern designs of these eco-friendly swim trunks that are made from a stretch 
blend of recycled polyester. Contrast print inside the waist and cuffs. Drawcord waist, side pockets and one rear pocket. 92% recycled poly, 
8% spandex. Tall sizes: XLT-3XT, 9" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-4X, 8" inseam. f. #40862  UNDER THE SEA    g. #40863  RAINFOREST    $175

ROBERT GRAHAM ARCHIE SOLID POLO SHIRT Robert Graham gives a modern makeover to the traditional polo shirt. Designed with the 
signature skull embroidery on the left chest and a unique birdseye texture on the collar and cuffs. 100% cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: XLT-
4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40854    $135

BRAX MASTERPIECE PREMIUM STRETCH DENIM These jeans get the royal treatment, from the luxury fabrication to the expert craftsmanship. 
Dress them up or keep them casual. Cotton stretch blend. Machine wash. Waist sizes: 36-54; inseams vary by size. (Waist measurements are 
true to size; half sizes order up a size.)          #39128    $199.50

SOUTH BAY MESH SNEAKER Supremely lightweight mesh upper with suede overlays. Poly lining and sockliner, with Treadlite by UGG™ outsole 
for comfort. Whole sizes: 12-15. #40875    $90

WESTPORT BLACK™ PANELLED LEATHER BELT Double-sided, vegetable tanned steerhide leather and hand-stitched detailing give this 
American-made belt a unique casual look. Gunmetal finished buckle. Waist sizes: 38-60. #39576    $125

ROBERT GRAHAM PATTERNED SPORT SHIRT Contemporary art merges with fashion for the discerning man. Richly detailed patterns pop 
against luxurious cotton with a just-right amount of stretch for all-day comfort. Each shirt has a distinct accent fabric inside the collar and 
cuffs for added appeal. 97% cotton, 3% spandex. Tall sizes: XLT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.

a. #40864  WAVE DECAY    $175    b. #40865  LEARN THE ROPES    $265    c. #40866  DELL RAPIDS    $210

a. blue

b. multi
c. multi

a. teal

blue 
wash

dark 
blue

black

BRAX  &  ROBERT G RAH A M  
CASU AL LOOKS

black

brown

dark 
sapphire

white
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ROBERT GRAHAM PATTERNED OR SOLID CREWNECK TEE There’s no need to settle for an average T-shirt when you can choose a unique design. 
Go for a bold abstract print or a solid tee with contrast stitching. The solid tee is super soft and has a chest pocket. Both have side vents for 
added flexibility and comfort. Patterned tee: 100% cotton; Solid tee: 50% cotton, 50% Modal®. Machine wash. Tall sizes: XLT-4XT; Big sizes: 
2X-4X. d. #40861   RAINTREE    $160    e. #40855   SOLID    $95

ROBERT GRAHAM SWIM SHORT Make a splash with the bold, modern designs of these eco-friendly swim trunks that are made from a stretch 
blend of recycled polyester. Contrast print inside the waist and cuffs. Drawcord waist, side pockets and one rear pocket. 92% recycled poly, 
8% spandex. Tall sizes: XLT-3XT, 9" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-4X, 8" inseam. f. #40862  UNDER THE SEA    g. #40863  RAINFOREST    $175

ROBERT GRAHAM ARCHIE SOLID POLO SHIRT Robert Graham gives a modern makeover to the traditional polo shirt. Designed with the 
signature skull embroidery on the left chest and a unique birdseye texture on the collar and cuffs. 100% cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: XLT-
4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. #40854    $135

15LUXEWESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767

e. black

e. rose 
bud

e. white

e. navy

d. multi

e. powder 
blue

ROBERT G RAH AM  
TRA D I T I O N  
WI T H  A TWI ST

BRAX MASTERPIECE PREMIUM STRETCH DENIM These jeans get the royal treatment, from the luxury fabrication to the expert craftsmanship. 
Dress them up or keep them casual. Cotton stretch blend. Machine wash. Waist sizes: 36-54; inseams vary by size. (Waist measurements are 
true to size; half sizes order up a size.)          #39128    $199.50

SOUTH BAY MESH SNEAKER Supremely lightweight mesh upper with suede overlays. Poly lining and sockliner, with Treadlite by UGG™ outsole 
for comfort. Whole sizes: 12-15. #40875    $90

WESTPORT BLACK™ PANELLED LEATHER BELT Double-sided, vegetable tanned steerhide leather and hand-stitched detailing give this 
American-made belt a unique casual look. Gunmetal finished buckle. Waist sizes: 38-60. #39576    $125

ROBERT GRAHAM PATTERNED SPORT SHIRT Contemporary art merges with fashion for the discerning man. Richly detailed patterns pop 
against luxurious cotton with a just-right amount of stretch for all-day comfort. Each shirt has a distinct accent fabric inside the collar and 
cuffs for added appeal. 97% cotton, 3% spandex. Tall sizes: XLT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.

a. #40864  WAVE DECAY    $175    b. #40865  LEARN THE ROPES    $265    c. #40866  DELL RAPIDS    $210

a. teal

f. multi

g. multi

BRAX  &  ROBERT G RAH A M  
CASU AL LOOKS

 white

navy

black

light 
pink

light 
blue
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SOUTHPORT LINEN DRAWCORD PANT As the weather starts to warm up, it’s time to slip into something cool and comfortable. These linen 
pants have a loose fit, with two front pockets and two rear button-through pockets. Elasticized waist with drawcord for adjustability. 
100% linen. Hand wash or dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. #40845    $125

UGG® WAINSCOTT SLIDE SANDAL Veg-tanned leather with lined straps and dual-density foam cushioning. Whole sizes: 12-15. #40874    $100

SOUTHPORT LONG-SLEEVE LINEN SPORT SHIRT Make the transition to warmer months with a classic linen shirt. The hidden button-down 
design keeps the collar neat. Chest pocket. 100% linen. Hand was or dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. #40891    $125

COTTON-LINEN NOTCH CREW SWEATER Two perennial warm weather favorites combine to create our unique notch crew sweater. Mélange 
weave with contrast color around the openings. Reverse jersey seams and rolled openings add extra visual appeal. 50% cotton, 50% linen. Dry 
clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. #41056    $170

LINEN-COTTON CHECK SPORT SHIRTS Quality Italian craftsmanship is evident in every detail of this classic check sport shirt. The linen-cotton 
blend is ideal for spring and summer. Features a spread collar with removable stays, two-button adjustable barrel cuffs and a chest pocket.
55% linen, 45% cotton. Made in Italy. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.

a. #41058   MULTI    b. #41059   ORANGE    c. #41057   NAVY    $150

WESTPORT BLACK™ L I N E N  L U X U R I ES
there’ s more than one way to wear this seasonal fav orite  

grizzly

a. multi

b. orange

cognac

indigo

aqua

EXCLUSIVE
to Westport

c. navy
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SOUTHPORT LINEN DRAWCORD PANT As the weather starts to warm up, it’s time to slip into something cool and comfortable. These linen 
pants have a loose fit, with two front pockets and two rear button-through pockets. Elasticized waist with drawcord for adjustability. 
100% linen. Hand wash or dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. #40845    $125

UGG® WAINSCOTT SLIDE SANDAL Veg-tanned leather with lined straps and dual-density foam cushioning. Whole sizes: 12-15. #40874    $100

SOUTHPORT LONG-SLEEVE LINEN SPORT SHIRT Make the transition to warmer months with a classic linen shirt. The hidden button-down 
design keeps the collar neat. Chest pocket. 100% linen. Hand was or dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. #40891    $125

COTTON-LINEN NOTCH CREW SWEATER Two perennial warm weather favorites combine to create our unique notch crew sweater. Mélange 
weave with contrast color around the openings. Reverse jersey seams and rolled openings add extra visual appeal. 50% cotton, 50% linen. Dry 
clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. #41056    $170

LINEN-COTTON CHECK SPORT SHIRTS Quality Italian craftsmanship is evident in every detail of this classic check sport shirt. The linen-cotton 
blend is ideal for spring and summer. Features a spread collar with removable stays, two-button adjustable barrel cuffs and a chest pocket.
55% linen, 45% cotton. Made in Italy. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.

a. #41058   MULTI    b. #41059   ORANGE    c. #41057   NAVY    $150

WESTPORT BLACK™ L I N E N  L U X U R I ES
there’ s more than one way to wear this seasonal fav orite  

17LUXE
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shell 
pink

white
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green 

navy

natural grey black

EXCLUSIVE
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SHORT-SLEEVE LINEN SAFARI SHIRT Inspired by a century of expeditions, our pure linen shirt keeps you cool on all adventures. Hidden 
button-down collar. Two button-through chest pockets. 100% linen. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. #40926    $115

SOUTHPORT LINEN DRAWCORD SHORTS Designed for ultimate warm weather comfort, wherever your adventures take you. The elastic waist 
is wider than most and substantially stitched in three rows. Tie the drawcord or hide it inside, and wear with or without a belt. Garment 
washed for extra softness. 100% linen. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 9½" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 9" inseam. #40843    $99.50

UGG BROOKSIDE FLIP FLOP Contoured foam footbeds offer all-day support, while premium suede straps lined with soft cotton provide a 
barefoot feel. Molded rubber outsole. Whole sizes: 12-15. #40873    $75

TROPICAL CAMP SHIRT You don’t have to be on an exotic vacation to feel island vibes. Our tropical camp shirt is crafted of Tencel®, so it’s 
immediately soft and offers wrinkle resistance for all-day wear. With a spread collar and side vents. 100% Tencel®. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. #41017    $148

SLUB KNIT V-NECK TEE Light, airy and distinctly textured, this is sure to be a favorite in your t-shirt lineup. Slub knit is super soft and made 
for everyday comfort. Side vents add extra versatility. 66% cotton, 25% viscose, 9% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.

#41064    $90

SOUTHPORT LINEN DRAWCORD CARGO SHORTS Meet your new warm weather favorite. Cool, comfortable linen shorts feature a zip fly with 
elasticized back waist and a drawcord for extra adjustability. Two front and two cargo pockets, and two back button-through pockets. 100% 
linen. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 9.5" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 9" inseam. #40976    $125

WESTPORT BLACKTM  G OES CAS U AL
disc ov er nex t-lev el c omfort and warm-weather style  

EXCLUSIVE
to Westport

ivory

true blue

fern

sand

natural

black

black
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SHORT-SLEEVE LINEN SAFARI SHIRT Inspired by a century of expeditions, our pure linen shirt keeps you cool on all adventures. Hidden 
button-down collar. Two button-through chest pockets. 100% linen. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. #40926    $115

SOUTHPORT LINEN DRAWCORD SHORTS Designed for ultimate warm weather comfort, wherever your adventures take you. The elastic waist 
is wider than most and substantially stitched in three rows. Tie the drawcord or hide it inside, and wear with or without a belt. Garment 
washed for extra softness. 100% linen. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 9½" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 9" inseam. #40843    $99.50

UGG BROOKSIDE FLIP FLOP Contoured foam footbeds offer all-day support, while premium suede straps lined with soft cotton provide a 
barefoot feel. Molded rubber outsole. Whole sizes: 12-15. #40873    $75

FIND MORE COLORS & STYLES AT WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM 19LUXE

TROPICAL CAMP SHIRT You don’t have to be on an exotic vacation to feel island vibes. Our tropical camp shirt is crafted of Tencel®, so it’s 
immediately soft and offers wrinkle resistance for all-day wear. With a spread collar and side vents. 100% Tencel®. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. #41017    $148

SLUB KNIT V-NECK TEE Light, airy and distinctly textured, this is sure to be a favorite in your t-shirt lineup. Slub knit is super soft and made 
for everyday comfort. Side vents add extra versatility. 66% cotton, 25% viscose, 9% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.

#41064    $90

SOUTHPORT LINEN DRAWCORD CARGO SHORTS Meet your new warm weather favorite. Cool, comfortable linen shorts feature a zip fly with 
elasticized back waist and a drawcord for extra adjustability. Two front and two cargo pockets, and two back button-through pockets. 100% 
linen. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 9.5" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 9" inseam. #40976    $125

WESTPORT BLACKTM  G OES CAS U AL
disc ov er nex t-lev el c omfort and warm-weather style  

EXCLUSIVE
to Westport

navygrey natural

chestnut

black

black

vault 
pink

bluewhite black
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in or out
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PRINT NYLON STRETCH SWIM TRUNKS WITH BOXER LINING Extreme comfort and style in and out of the water. Shell: 90% nylon, 10% spandex; 
lining: 75% nylon, 25% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 8" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 7" inseam.

e. #40964 BIRDS   f. #40963 MAI TAI    g. #40965 SURF BUS    h. #40961 UNDERWATER    j. #40962 PINEAPPLE    $99

SWIMS BRAIDED LACE LOAFER Classic loafer styling with pool-ready sensibility. Rubber and TPU design features iconic ventilation and 
drainage. Machine wash. Whole sizes: 12-15. #38654    $160

JOHNNY COLLAR TERRY POLO Ultra-soft terry makes for the ideal shirt to pair with swim trunks and shorts, instantly taking you to a more 
relaxed state of mind. The Johnny collar style lends a modern feel, with a chest pocket and side vents. 100% cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. #40903    $95

SHORT-SLEEVE PATTERNED SPORT SHIRTS Here’s proof that short sleeves can look both polished and modern! Artful designs feel as good 
as they look with premium cotton construction with just a hint of stretch. Hidden button-down collar. Contrast color accents at sleeve edge, 
inner collar, placket and bottom hem. 98% cotton, 2% elastane. Machine wash or dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
a. #41044 COCKTAILS BLACK    b. #41045  GRAPHIC DOTS WHITE     c. #41043 SAILBOATS NAVY    d. #41046  PAISLEY LIGHT BLUE    $135

HAMPTON SOLID NYLON STRETCH SWIM TRUNK Both the fast-drying nylon shell and knit boxer brief lining offer four-way stretch freedom. 
Stay-put elasticized waist features a multicolored exterior drawcord with an anodized gunmetal aglet end. Shell: 90% nylon, 10% spandex; 
lining: 75% nylon, 25% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 8" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 7" inseam. #40842    $95

• boxer brief 
lining

• 4-way stretch

boxer brief lining

a. black

d. light blue

b. white

c. navy

black

jade

royal

coral

navy

aqua

navy/
white
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PRINT NYLON STRETCH SWIM TRUNKS WITH BOXER LINING Extreme comfort and style in and out of the water. Shell: 90% nylon, 10% spandex; 
lining: 75% nylon, 25% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 8" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 7" inseam.

e. #40964 BIRDS   f. #40963 MAI TAI    g. #40965 SURF BUS    h. #40961 UNDERWATER    j. #40962 PINEAPPLE    $99

SWIMS BRAIDED LACE LOAFER Classic loafer styling with pool-ready sensibility. Rubber and TPU design features iconic ventilation and 
drainage. Machine wash. Whole sizes: 12-15. #38654    $160

JOHNNY COLLAR TERRY POLO Ultra-soft terry makes for the ideal shirt to pair with swim trunks and shorts, instantly taking you to a more 
relaxed state of mind. The Johnny collar style lends a modern feel, with a chest pocket and side vents. 100% cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. #40903    $95

21LUXEWESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767

g. jade

e. coral

f. navy

h. purple

j. blue

• boxer brief lining
• 4-way stretch

SHORT-SLEEVE PATTERNED SPORT SHIRTS Here’s proof that short sleeves can look both polished and modern! Artful designs feel as good 
as they look with premium cotton construction with just a hint of stretch. Hidden button-down collar. Contrast color accents at sleeve edge, 
inner collar, placket and bottom hem. 98% cotton, 2% elastane. Machine wash or dry clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
a. #41044 COCKTAILS BLACK    b. #41045  GRAPHIC DOTS WHITE     c. #41043 SAILBOATS NAVY    d. #41046  PAISLEY LIGHT BLUE    $135

HAMPTON SOLID NYLON STRETCH SWIM TRUNK Both the fast-drying nylon shell and knit boxer brief lining offer four-way stretch freedom. 
Stay-put elasticized waist features a multicolored exterior drawcord with an anodized gunmetal aglet end. Shell: 90% nylon, 10% spandex; 
lining: 75% nylon, 25% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 8" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 7" inseam. #40842    $95

• boxer brief 
lining

• 4-way stretch

boxer brief lining

royal

coral

navy

aqua

EXCLUSIVE
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sky

white

yellow
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WESTPORT BLACK™

resort-friendly, warm weather styles

black
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A-V. WESTPORT NO-TUCK SPORT SHIRTS
The performance stretch fabric wicks moisture, blocks odor and 
resists wrinkles. Button-down collar. Split back yoke. 90% nylon, 
10% spandex. Machine wash. See size chart on left.
LONG SLEEVES:
A. 40696 PURPLE PLAID $125.00
B. 40711 BLUE PLAID $125.00
C. 40703 GREEN PLAID $125.00
D. 40706 PINK WINDOWPANE $125.00
E. 40710 PURPLE CHECK $125.00
F. 40705 BLUE PLAID $125.00
G. 40701 NAVY WINDOWPANE $125.00
H. 40707 GREEN PLAID $125.00
J. 40700 BLUE CHECK $125.00
K 40698 GREEN CHECK $125.00

WESTPORT NO-TUCK SHIRTS
available in three modified body lengths for the perfect untucked fit

A-K

Torso length affects where shirt falls on your body.

LT XLT 2XT 3XT 4XT 2X 3X 4X
BIG      • • •
MID-TALL  •  • • • •
TALL • • • • •

WESTPORT BLACK™ TECHNO ULTIMATE GAB STRETCH PANTS 
Technical enough for high-impact activities, and flattering enough 
to complete any outfit. The advanced 360-stretch performance fabric 
moves with you, while holding shape. These all-season pants also won’t 
pill or wrinkle. Flat front. 71% polyamide, 29% elastane, Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: 36-46, 38" inseam; Big sizes: 42-54, 34" inseam.
#39918    $199.50

ITALIAN COTTON CORD STRETCH BELT
Incredibly comfortable. Leather accents. Made in USA. Waist sizes: 38-60.
#37135    $99.50

 grey

navy

stone

 beige

 navy

 black

Gabardine with 
amazing stretch 
appeal and a 
cool, soft feel

A FIT FOR EVERY BODY
• When it comes to wearing a shirt untucked—length 

matters, avoiding that sloppy, unkempt look.

• “No-Tuck” is designed specifically for big and tall men, 
featuring a shorter body and longer sleeves. 

• More and more men are wearing their shirts untucked. 
We can help you get the look right. Pair with a tailored 
sport coat and jeans for your own smart signature style.

• An ideal length should fully cover your belt, but still 
allow access to your pant pockets.

• Each shirt is available in three different lengths: 
big, mid-tall and tall.

THE PERFECT 
UNTUCKED LENGTH

Big length; 
up to 6' tall

Mid-tall length; 
6' to 6'4" tall

Tall length; 
over 6'4"

anti-microbial

falls at just 
the right untucked 

length

stretch fabric 
moves with you

extra 
comfortable and 

breathable

wrinkle 
resistant

WESTPORT BLACKTM

FIND MORE COLORS & STYLES AT WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM
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A-V. WESTPORT NO-TUCK SPORT SHIRTS
The performance stretch fabric wicks moisture, blocks odor and 
resists wrinkles. Button-down collar. Split back yoke. 90% nylon, 
10% spandex. Machine wash. See size chart on left.
LONG SLEEVES:
A. 40696 PURPLE PLAID $125.00
B. 40711 BLUE PLAID $125.00
C. 40703 GREEN PLAID $125.00
D. 40706 PINK WINDOWPANE $125.00
E. 40710 PURPLE CHECK $125.00
F. 40705 BLUE PLAID $125.00
G. 40701 NAVY WINDOWPANE $125.00
H. 40707 GREEN PLAID $125.00
J. 40700 BLUE CHECK $125.00
K 40698 GREEN CHECK $125.00

SHORT SLEEVES:
L. 40695 GREEN WINDOWPANE $125.00
M. 40697 BLUE PLAID $125.00
N. 40713 CLEMENTINE PLAID $125.00
O. 40704 GREEN PLAID $125.00
P. 40709 BLUE GINGHAM $125.00
Q. 40702 PINK PLAID $125.00
R. 40715 BLUE DIAMOND $125.00
S. 40714 NAVY/PINK PLAID $125.00
T. 40699 BLUE MICRO CHECK $125.00
U. 40712 BLUE/RED CHECK $125.00
V. 40708 NAVY WINDOWPANE $125.00

WESTPORT NO-TUCK SHIRTS
available in three modified body lengths for the perfect untucked fit

A-K

h. green

k. green

c. green

d. pink

f. blue

e. purple

a. purple

g. navy

b. blue

j. blue

Torso length affects where shirt falls on your body.

LT XLT 2XT 3XT 4XT 2X 3X 4X
BIG      • • •
MID-TALL  •  • • • •
TALL • • • • •

A FIT FOR EVERY BODY
• When it comes to wearing a shirt untucked—length 

matters, avoiding that sloppy, unkempt look.

• “No-Tuck” is designed specifically for big and tall men, 
featuring a shorter body and longer sleeves. 

• More and more men are wearing their shirts untucked. 
We can help you get the look right. Pair with a tailored 
sport coat and jeans for your own smart signature style.

• An ideal length should fully cover your belt, but still 
allow access to your pant pockets.

• Each shirt is available in three different lengths: 
big, mid-tall and tall.

THE PERFECT 
UNTUCKED LENGTH

Tall length; 
over 6'4"

falls at just 
the right untucked 

length

extra 
comfortable and 

breathable

wrinkle 
resistant

q. pink 

u. blue/red

t. blue

n. clementine

s. navy/pink

p. blue

r. blue

l. green

o. green

v. navy

m. blue

FIND MORE COLORS & STYLES AT WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM

L-V
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black

burgundy

 green

black

E. LUSTRETECH COTTON 
PERFORMANCE HENLEY

Trust us, this is the feel-good Henley you’ll 
covet. And it falls at the ideal length for your 
height. 100% cotton. Machine wash. See size 
chart. 
#40150     $85.00

WESTPORT “NO-TUCK” PERFORMANCE COTTON
naturally soft and cool basics — in the perfectly-proportioned length for your height

A. COTTON PERFORMANCE 
CREW TEE

Not only feels cool against the 
skin, it’s well proportioned for 
layering. 95% cotton, 5% spandex. 
Machine wash. See size chart. 
#40689     $65.00

B. COTTON PERFORMANCE 
V-NECK TEE

A natural choice for comfort and 
ease of movement. 95% cotton, 
5% spandex. Machine wash. See 
size chart. 
#40690     $65.00

C. LUSTRETECH COTTON 
PERFORMANCE QUARTER ZIP

Workouts get a boost from this 
short-sleeve design. Long-staple 
cotton interlock with natural 
stretch. Machine wash. See size 
chart. 
#40716     $89.50

D. LUSTRETECH COTTON 
PERFORMANCE QUARTER ZIP 

Long-staple cotton interlock 
with natural stretch makes this 
long-sleeve the ideal year-round 
pullover. Machine wash. See size 
chart. 
#39957     $98.00
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THE JUST-
RIGHT
UNTUCKED FIT
• When wearing a shirt untucked—

length matters, avoiding that 
sloppy, unkempt look.

• “No-Tuck” is designed specifically 
for big and tall men, featuring a 
shorter body and longer sleeves. 

• We recommend that your shirt falls 
in the space between the bottom 
of the zipper/fly and the waist 
button of your pants.

• Each shirt is available in three 
different lengths: big, mid-tall 
and tall.

FOR BIG & TALL MEN 
OF EVERY HEIGHT

Torso length affects where shirt falls on your body.

LT XLT 2XT 3XT 4XT 2X 3X 4X
BIG      • • •
MID-TALL  •  • • • •
TALL • • • • •
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E. LUSTRETECH COTTON 
PERFORMANCE HENLEY

Trust us, this is the feel-good Henley you’ll 
covet. And it falls at the ideal length for your 
height. 100% cotton. Machine wash. See size 
chart. 
#40150     $85.00

F. LUSTRETECH COTTON 
PERFORMANCE POLO

Designed specifically for your body type to 
get the perfect untucked look. Naturally soft 
and cool in 100% cotton. Machine wash. See 
size chart. 
39783     $89.50

G. LUSTRETECH COTTON 
PERFORMANCE TEE

Feels cool against the skin, and well-
proportioned for layering. Short sleeves. 
100% cotton. Machine wash. See size chart. 
39782     $79.00

WESTPORT “NO-TUCK” PERFORMANCE COTTON
naturally soft and cool basics — in the perfectly-proportioned length for your height

D. LUSTRETECH COTTON 
PERFORMANCE QUARTER ZIP 

Long-staple cotton interlock 
with natural stretch makes this 
long-sleeve the ideal year-round 
pullover. Machine wash. See size 
chart. 
#39957     $98.00

mustard

Big length; 
up to 6' tall

Mid-tall length; 
6' to 6'4" tall

Tall length; 
over 6'4"

THE JUST-
RIGHT
UNTUCKED FIT
• When wearing a shirt untucked—

length matters, avoiding that 
sloppy, unkempt look.

• “No-Tuck” is designed specifically 
for big and tall men, featuring a 
shorter body and longer sleeves. 

• We recommend that your shirt falls 
in the space between the bottom 
of the zipper/fly and the waist 
button of your pants.

• Each shirt is available in three 
different lengths: big, mid-tall 
and tall.

FOR BIG & TALL MEN 
OF EVERY HEIGHT

Torso length affects where shirt falls on your body.

LT XLT 2XT 3XT 4XT 2X 3X 4X
BIG      • • •
MID-TALL  •  • • • •
TALL • • • • •
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A-B. COUNTRY CLUB HYBRID 
STRETCH SHORTS

You can wear these shorts 
to the beach, go swimming 
in them, play some golf 
in a light rain, or simply 
wear them casually - they’ll 
handle everything. Made 
with lightweight, four-way 
stretch fibers and quick-
dry technology to maximize 
comfort in any environment. 
Zippered pocket on the side 
and back provide secure 
storage for your belongings. 
90% poly, 10% spandex. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
36-48, 11" inseam; Big sizes: 
42-56, 9½" inseam.
SOLID
A. #40844 $99.50     
WINDOWPANE
B. #40982 $99.50

A-B

a. black

b. rock

b. white

a. khaki

a. sage

b. navy

a. charcoal

WESTPORT LIFESTYLE
top performers made for your active life

C

C. FULL-ZIP STRETCH LINED VEST
An essential layer that adds just-right warmth with none of the bulk. 
Soft, brushed lining. Two front zippered pockets. Interior bottom 
drawcord. Shell: 90% nylon, 10% spandex; Lining: 79% poly, 14% 
Tencel®, 7% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40888     $135.00

D. FULL-ZIP STRETCH LINED HOODIE
With signature zipper pull and lower pockets. Hood has contrasting 
interior. Shell: 90% nylon, 10% spandex; Lining: 79% poly, 14% 
Tencel™, 7% spandex. Machine wash. Color: royal blue. Tall sizes: LT-
4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40476   $175.00

E

Specializing in both casual and dress clothing in big & tall sizes, we offer brands known for quality 
in a range of styles from timeless classics to casual comfort.

WESTPORT CLASSICS
SPRING 2022

26 WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767

LOOK FOR THIS ICON 
TO FIND EXCLUSIVE 
MERCHANDISE FROM 
WESTPORT BIG & TALL
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A-B. COUNTRY CLUB HYBRID 
STRETCH SHORTS

You can wear these shorts 
to the beach, go swimming 
in them, play some golf 
in a light rain, or simply 
wear them casually - they’ll 
handle everything. Made 
with lightweight, four-way 
stretch fibers and quick-
dry technology to maximize 
comfort in any environment. 
Zippered pocket on the side 
and back provide secure 
storage for your belongings. 
90% poly, 10% spandex. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
36-48, 11" inseam; Big sizes: 
42-56, 9½" inseam.
SOLID
A. #40844 $99.50     
WINDOWPANE
B. #40982 $99.50

DC

navy

white

C. FULL-ZIP STRETCH LINED VEST
An essential layer that adds just-right warmth with none of the bulk. 
Soft, brushed lining. Two front zippered pockets. Interior bottom 
drawcord. Shell: 90% nylon, 10% spandex; Lining: 79% poly, 14% 
Tencel®, 7% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40888     $135.00

D. FULL-ZIP STRETCH LINED HOODIE
With signature zipper pull and lower pockets. Hood has contrasting 
interior. Shell: 90% nylon, 10% spandex; Lining: 79% poly, 14% 
Tencel™, 7% spandex. Machine wash. Color: royal blue. Tall sizes: LT-
4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40476   $175.00

E. BIRCHWOOD SOLID PERFORMANCE POLOS 
Timeless style with moisture management, ease of movement and UPF 
50+ protection. 86% poly, 14% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-
4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40893     $95.00

F. FULL-ZIP STRETCH LINED WINDBREAKER
When the wind and rain picks up, you’re covered with total stretch 
comfort. Designed with taped seams, signature patches and details. 
90% nylon, 10% spandex. Machine wash. Color: grey. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40887     $145.00

E

F

Specializing in both casual and dress clothing in big & tall sizes, we offer brands known for quality 
in a range of styles from timeless classics to casual comfort.

WESTPORT CLASSICS

WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767

LOOK FOR THIS ICON 
TO FIND EXCLUSIVE 
MERCHANDISE FROM 
WESTPORT BIG & TALL
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A. WESTPORT LIFESTYLE WARPFLEX PERFORMANCE 
5-POCKET PANTS

Warp knitting keeps the pant wrinkle free, breathable and stretchable 
wherever you go. 100% poly shell and lining. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
36-48 long; Big sizes: 42-56 reg.
#40645     $140.00

B. WESTPORT LIFESTYLE WARPFLEX PERFORMANCE SHORT
Designed to go everywhere in wrinkle-free, breathable comfort with 
stretch built in. Flat-front styling with ample pockets. Shell: 100% 
poly; Lining: 90% poly, 10% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-48, 
11" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 9.5" inseam.
#40986     $115.00

C. MISSION CANVAS RATCHET BELT
Slide and snap buckle provides a perfect fit with no belt holes.
Removable metal ratchet buckle. 40 mm buckle  and 1½" wide strap. 
#72925     $49.00

D. LINKS PERFORMANCE QUARTER-ZIP VEST
Our vest wicks moisture and protects you from UV rays with UPF 50+. 
Made with resilient stretch. 86% poly, 14% spandex. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40892     $99.50

E. LINKS PERFORMANCE QUARTER-ZIP PULLOVER
Moisture-wicking, stretch pullover with UPF 50+ protection. 86% poly, 
14% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40885    $115.00

WESTPORT LIFESTYLE WARPFLEX PERFORMANCE
           wrinkle free and breathable with unmatched stretch performance

A

blackkhakinavygrey

FIND MORE COLORS & STYLES AT WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM
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C. MISSION CANVAS RATCHET BELT
Slide and snap buckle provides a perfect fit with no belt holes.
Removable metal ratchet buckle. 40 mm buckle  and 1½" wide strap. 
#72925     $49.00

D. LINKS PERFORMANCE QUARTER-ZIP VEST
Our vest wicks moisture and protects you from UV rays with UPF 50+. 
Made with resilient stretch. 86% poly, 14% spandex. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40892     $99.50

E. LINKS PERFORMANCE QUARTER-ZIP PULLOVER
Moisture-wicking, stretch pullover with UPF 50+ protection. 86% poly, 
14% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40885    $115.00

FIND MORE COLORS & STYLES AT WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM

DD
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E
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A. FINE LINE STRIPE POLO SHIRT
Feel the difference of premium cotton with 
stretch comfort and moisture control. 86% 
poly, 14% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40904     $95.00 

B-F. PERFORMANCE PRINT POLOS
Make a statement (on and off the course) in a 
micro print polo. Wicks moisture and moves 
with you. 86% poly, 14% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
B. #40906 SMALL FISH NAVY $95.00 
C. #40905 GECKOS PURPLE $95.00 
D. #40908 SUBMARINE BLUE $95.00 
E. #40909 PALMS NAVY $95.00 
F. #40907 SURFBOARD PINK $95.00 

G-L. PERFORMANCE STRETCH BOXERS
Made to support your active lifestyle. With 
four-way stretch, button-fly, moisture -wicking 
and UV protection. Elasticized waist. Side vents 
on legs. 86% dull poly, 15% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 1X-5X.
G. #40879 SOLID $39.95
H. #40880 GINGHAM $39.95
J. #40883 SKULLS $39.95
K. #40882 DOGS $39.95
L. #40881 FISH $39.95

M. PERFORMANCE MÉLANGE POLO
Piqué knit with a mélange finish is visually 
striking, with stand-out comfort from the 
performance fabric. 100% poly. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40995     $69.50

N-O. PLEATED WRINKLE-FREE 
MICROFIBER TROUSERS/SHORTS

These nicely tailored microfiber bottoms feature 
a wrinkle-resistant finish that also repels stains 
and water. Quarter-top front pockets; button-
through welt back pockets. 100% poly. Machine 
wash or dry clean. 
N. #38701     TROUSERS $92.00
Tall sizes: 36-48 long; Big sizes: 42-60 regular.
O. #38702     SHORTS $78.00
Tall sizes: 36-48, 9" inseam; Big sizes: 42-60, 
8" inseam.

P. MÉLANGE V-NECK TEE
Versatile comfort will become a new favorite.
100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40996     $49.50

WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.876730
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N-O. PLEATED WRINKLE-FREE 
MICROFIBER TROUSERS/SHORTS

These nicely tailored microfiber bottoms feature 
a wrinkle-resistant finish that also repels stains 
and water. Quarter-top front pockets; button-
through welt back pockets. 100% poly. Machine 
wash or dry clean. 
N. #38701     TROUSERS $92.00
Tall sizes: 36-48 long; Big sizes: 42-60 regular.
O. #38702     SHORTS $78.00
Tall sizes: 36-48, 9" inseam; Big sizes: 42-60, 
8" inseam.

P. MÉLANGE V-NECK TEE
Versatile comfort will become a new favorite.
100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40996     $49.50
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A-C. WESTPORT BLACK™ PIMA 
STRETCH SOLID TEES

Retains softness, smoothness and freshness 
season after season. 95% pima cotton, 5% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X.
A. #40520 LONG-SLEEVE CREW $89.50     
B. #40519 SHORT-SLEEVE CREW $70.00     
C. #40662 SHORT-SLEEVE VEE $70.00

D-E. MÉLANGE SHORT AND JOGGER
With quarter-top front pockets and drawcord 
waist. Pants have ribbed knit cuffs. 65% 
cotton, 21% Lyocell®, 14% poly. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. Short: inseam 
Tall sizes: 10”, Big sizes: 9”.
D. #40994 MÉLANGE  SHORT $79.50  
E. #40993 MÉLANGE JOGGER $99.50     

F. MÉLANGE QUARTER-ZIP PULLOVER
Super comfortable, performance-packed 
pullover with four-way stretch and UPF 50+ 
protection. An easy, super soft option for 
layering on cool days. With a leather zipper 
pull. 65% cotton, 21% Lyocell®, 14% poly. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 
2X-4X. 
#40990     $110.00

G. MÉLANGE QUARTER-ZIP VEST
Pure layering comfort with a super soft feel 
and built-in stretch for ease of movement. 
65% cotton, 21% Lyocell®, 14% poly. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. 
#40991     $99.50

H. PERFORMANCE HAT
Lightweight, moisture-wicking fabric helps 
you stay ahead of the heat. Extra-large fit 
with micro-Velcro elastic loop closure. 
#40382     $29.50 

J.   PERFORMANCE WOVEN PLAID 
SPORT SHIRT

This smartly-tailored short-sleeve shirt is 
created with innovative tech fibers for a 
versatile and comfortable wear. The shirt is 
lightweight, breathable, moisture wicking 
and cool to the touch. Four-way stretch 
ensures all-day comfort. UPF 50+ sun 
protection is built in. 90% poly, 10% spandex. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 
2X-5X.
#40931     $125.00

ocean

G.J

F-GWESTPORT LIFESTYLE FOR EVERY DAY
working out or hanging out, these are the styles you’ll reach for 

DD
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H. PERFORMANCE HAT
Lightweight, moisture-wicking fabric helps 
you stay ahead of the heat. Extra-large fit 
with micro-Velcro elastic loop closure. 
#40382     $29.50 

J.   PERFORMANCE WOVEN PLAID 
SPORT SHIRT

This smartly-tailored short-sleeve shirt is 
created with innovative tech fibers for a 
versatile and comfortable wear. The shirt is 
lightweight, breathable, moisture wicking 
and cool to the touch. Four-way stretch 
ensures all-day comfort. UPF 50+ sun 
protection is built in. 90% poly, 10% spandex. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 
2X-5X.
#40931     $125.00

G.J

FF-G

black

white

H

F.G. meadow
Available in vest & 
quarter zip.

F. light grey
Available in 
quarter zip.

F.G. violet
Available in vest & 
quarter zip.

F.G. cottage blue
Available in vest & 
quarter zip.

G. yankee blue
Available in vest.

WESTPORT LIFESTYLE FOR EVERY DAY
working out or hanging out, these are the styles you’ll reach for 
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WESTPORT LIFESTYLE FOR SPRING
colorful, casual and perfectly suited for warmer weather 

A

A. LIBERTY STRETCH TWILL SHORT
Your new go-to short for warmer weather. 
Super soft twill has just a bit of stretch added 
to boost the comfort level. Two side and two 
rear pockets with printed pocketing. Shell: 
96% cotton, 4% spandex; Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: 36-48, 11" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 10" 
inseam.  
#40981     $95.00

B. CANVAS D-RING BELT
A casual style that goes anywhere. Cotton 
canvas with leather tabs and brushed nickel 
D-ring buckle. Waist sizes: L-5X. 
#72984     $70.00

C. STRETCH COTTON STRIPED 
HOODED POCKET TEE

So soft and versatile, this is the tee you’ll 
reach for time and again. With chest pocket 
and hood. 95% cotton, 5% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40889     $85.00

D. REDDING STRETCH JERSEY POCKET TEE
Simple style and supreme comfort come 
together effortlessly. Crew neck. 95% cotton, 
5% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40971     $65.00

E. SEERSUCKER SPORT SHIRT
Staying true to its cooling roots, this 
seersucker design has a soft wash and a 
luxurious feel. Button-down collar. Button-
through chest pocket. 100% cotton. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40925     $99.00

F. PATCHWORK SHORT
A modern take on a madras plaid. Shell: 100% 
cotton; Lining: 97% cotton, 3% spandex. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-48, 11" inseam; Big 
sizes: 42-56, 10" inseam.  
#40980     $135.00
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red
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FIND MORE COLORS & STYLES AT WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM
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WESTPORT LIFESTYLE FOR SPRING
colorful, casual and perfectly suited for warmer weather 

35

E. SEERSUCKER SPORT SHIRT
Staying true to its cooling roots, this 
seersucker design has a soft wash and a 
luxurious feel. Button-down collar. Button-
through chest pocket. 100% cotton. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40925     $99.00

F. PATCHWORK SHORT
A modern take on a madras plaid. Shell: 100% 
cotton; Lining: 97% cotton, 3% spandex. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-48, 11" inseam; Big 
sizes: 42-56, 10" inseam.  
#40980     $135.00

D.E

white

D

jade

blue steel

navy

washed 
red

light blue

white

sky blue

violet

pink

FIND MORE COLORS & STYLES AT WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM
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A. FAIRFIELD PLEATED STRETCH 
TWILL PANTS

Our thorough pre-wash process gives these 
twill pants a soft, broken-in feel. Pleated 
front and finished with on-seam pockets 
and two back button-through pockets.
Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-48 long; 
Big sizes: 42-56 regular. 
#40988     $110.00

B-C. JOHNSTON & MURPHY® 
WATERPROOF LEATHER SHOES 

Stretch neoprene collar. Whole sizes: 12-15.
B. #39079 MAHOGANY $179.00
C. #39078 NAVY $179.00 

D. FAIRFIELD PLEATED STRETCH 
TWILL SHORT

Our classic pleated style offers a more

relaxed fit in the hips and seat. 97% cotton, 
3% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-48, 
10" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 9" inseam. 
#40356     $95.00 

E. EUROPEAN RIBBED WOVEN BELT
Crafted from an elegant combination of fabric 
and leather. Brass-colored buckle. Made in 
USA. Waist sizes: 38-60.
#38704     $78.00

F. WESTPORT LIFESTYLE ASPETUCK 
STRETCH PIQUÉ POLO

Classic good looks merge with supreme 
comfort. With contrasting trim at collar, 
placket and side vents. 95% cotton, 5% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40901     $79.00

G-K. PERFORMANCE PATTERNED SPORT 
SHIRTS

Performance meets personality! Cool comfort 
is personified in festive prints. Button-down 
collar. Button-through chest pocket. 90% 
poly, 10% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
G. #40928 PINK PLANES $99.50
H. #40930 NAVY OCEAN LIFE $99.50
J. #40929 GREEN FLAMINGOS $99.50
K. #40927 LILAC FEELING FISHY $99.50

L. WESTPORT LIFESTYLE FAIRFIELD 
PLEATED SEERSUCKER SHORTS

It’s a warm weather style long-favored for the 
crisp, cool look. 100% cotton. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: 36-48, 10" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 
9" inseam.
#40987     $95.00
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WESTPORT 1989 STRETCH TWILL COMFORT
pleated-front pants and shorts deliver classic style
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G-K. PERFORMANCE PATTERNED SPORT 
SHIRTS

Performance meets personality! Cool comfort 
is personified in festive prints. Button-down 
collar. Button-through chest pocket. 90% 
poly, 10% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
G. #40928 PINK PLANES $99.50
H. #40930 NAVY OCEAN LIFE $99.50
J. #40929 GREEN FLAMINGOS $99.50
K. #40927 LILAC FEELING FISHY $99.50

L. WESTPORT LIFESTYLE FAIRFIELD 
PLEATED SEERSUCKER SHORTS

It’s a warm weather style long-favored for the 
crisp, cool look. 100% cotton. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: 36-48, 10" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 
9" inseam.
#40987     $95.00
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WESTPORT 1989 STRETCH TWILL COMFORT
pleated-front pants and shorts deliver classic style
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instantly raise your comfort and style level  
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A.BA-C. SHERWOOD COMFORT FIT SOLID AND 
PRINT FLAT-FRONT SHORTS

Our design team worked hard so you 
can take it easy in our Westport Lifestyle 
shorts. Premium cotton fabric is infused 
with just enough spandex to allow for 
better freedom of movement. The waist 
features an elastic back that stretches 
for more ease. In a timeless flat-front 
style, you’ll reach for these twill shorts all 
spring and summer. Shell: 97% cotton, 3% 
spandex. Lining: 100% cotton. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes 36-48, 11" inseam; Big 
sizes: 42-56, 9.5" inseam.
A, #40189 SOLID $95.00
B. #40979 LEAF $99.50
C. #40978 PALM TREE $99.50 

D. UGG® SHELDON CANVAS AND 
MESH SLIP-ON SNEAKER

A slip-on you’ll wear all spring and summer. 
EVA footbed and Treadlite by UGG® outsole 
for comfort. Whole sizes: 12-15.
#40876     $100.00

E. ITALIAN WOVEN COTTON 
ELASTIC BELT

Satin nickel finished brass buckle. 1.5" 
width. Made in USA. Waist sizes: 38-60.
#32920     $110.00

F. WESTPORT 1989 MÉLANGE 
HALF-ZIP TEE

A mock-neck design with a half-zip closure 
gives this essential more versatility than 
the average tee. Contrast coverstitching 
elevates the look. 95% cotton, 5 spandex 
jersey. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 
sizes: 2X-5X.
#41061     $98.00

G. SHERWOOD COMFORT FIT PANT
When comfort is key, these flat-front pants 
definitely deliver! Stretch cotton for a 
flexible fit with an elasticized back waist. 
Straight-leg styling, with ample  pockets, 
including a hidden zippered side seam 
pocket. 97% cotton, 3% spandex; Lining: 
100% cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
36-48, 38" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 34" 
inseam.
#40989     $115.00

H. WESTPORT 1989 SHORT-SLEEVE 
NOTCH HENLEY

Beyond the average Henley in look and 
feel. Contrast stitching at shoulders, 
sleeves and waist. 95% cotton, 5% spandex 
jersey. Machine wash.  Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#41060     $89.00#41060     $89.00
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A. STRETCH DENIM JEANS 
Luxe denim blend with broken-in softness on 
day one. Sand-blasted fade and whiskering 
details. Subtle contrast selvedge trim. 
Machine wash. Sizes: 36-60; inseams vary. 
#40348    $120.00

B. ROMEO LEATHER BELT
Two-tone gunmetal buckle. 1⅜" wide. Made 
in USA. Waist sizes: 38-60.
#34656    $95.00

C. LONG-SLEEVE SLUB HENLEY HOODIE
A perfect spring and summer layering piece, 
this slub knit hoodie combines garment 
washed softness for ultimate comfort. 
Contrast stitching elevated the look. 
100% cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40968     $89.00

D. SHORT-SLEEVE SLUB HENLEY
Ideal for warmer weather, this short-sleeve 
Henley is garment-washed for extra softness. 
100% cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40969     $85.00

E. MILITARY CARGO SHORT
Function meets go-anywhere style with our 
versatile cargo short. Plenty of storage in the 
front slash pockets, two button-through back 
pockets and cargo pockets. Shell: 97% cotton, 
3% spandex; Lining: 100% cotton. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: 36-48, 10½" inseam; Big sizes: 
42-56, 9½" inseam. 
#40985     $99.50

F. SLUB V-NECK TEE
It’s the versatile, comfortable tee you’ll reach 
for time and again. Made from breathable, 
sustainable fibers with an ultra-soft finish. 
60% cotton, 40% Modal®. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40970     $65.00
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KEEPS IT CASUAL

relax in styles that let you be yourself   
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E. MILITARY CARGO SHORT
Function meets go-anywhere style with our 
versatile cargo short. Plenty of storage in the 
front slash pockets, two button-through back 
pockets and cargo pockets. Shell: 97% cotton, 
3% spandex; Lining: 100% cotton. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: 36-48, 10½" inseam; Big sizes: 
42-56, 9½" inseam. 
#40985     $99.50

F. SLUB V-NECK TEE
It’s the versatile, comfortable tee you’ll reach 
for time and again. Made from breathable, 
sustainable fibers with an ultra-soft finish. 
60% cotton, 40% Modal®. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40970     $65.00
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F. TECH RAGLAN V-NECK TEE
A great layering piece for your active life. 
Breathable, moisture-wicking fabric. Contrast 
stitching at shoulders, cuffs and bottom hem. 
45% poly, 45% nylon, 10% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40900     $85.00
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A-C. SHORT-SLEEVE FISHING SHIRTS
This sun protection shirt with UPF 50+ has the lightweight feel and 
stretch comfort you want when the air is hot and UV rays are strong.
Built with moisture-wicking fibers, underarm eyelets and back cape 
venting. 90% poly, 10% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 
sizes: 2X-5X. 
A. #40924     TROPICAL MARLIN $99.50
B. #40923     FISHTOPIA $99.50
C. #40922     SAUGATUCK SOLID $99.50

D. BLACK ROCK ADVENTURE SHORTS
The name says it all. Elasticized side panels give extra flex. Zippered 
back and cargo pockets. Shell: 90% nylon, 10% spandex; Lining: 100% 
poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 10" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 
9" inseam. 
#40975    $95.00

E. OLUKAI NOHEA MESH SLIP-ON
These casuals feature quick-drying mesh uppers with elastic insets for 
easy on and off. Rubber outsoles. Whole sizes: 12-15. 
#39482     $100.00
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F. TECH RAGLAN V-NECK TEE
A great layering piece for your active life. 
Breathable, moisture-wicking fabric. Contrast 
stitching at shoulders, cuffs and bottom hem. 
45% poly, 45% nylon, 10% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40900     $85.00

G. BLACK ROCK ADVENTURE PANT
Wherever your active life leads you, you’ll 
be prepared and protected in these versatile 
pants. Elasticized side panels add extra 
flexibility and comfort. Zippered back and 
cargo pockets. 90% nylon, 10% spandex; 
Lining: 100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.  
#40977     $130.00

H. TECH RAGLAN SUN PROTECTION 
QUARTER-ZIP HOODIE

Take a smart approach to the sun with this 
lightweight, breathable hoodie that offers 
UPF 50+ protection. Quarter-zip style with 
contrast stitching. 45% poly, 45% nylon, 10% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 
sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40890     $99.00

H
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D. BLACK ROCK ADVENTURE SHORTS
The name says it all. Elasticized side panels give extra flex. Zippered 
back and cargo pockets. Shell: 90% nylon, 10% spandex; Lining: 100% 
poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 10" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 
9" inseam. 
#40975    $95.00

E. OLUKAI NOHEA MESH SLIP-ON
These casuals feature quick-drying mesh uppers with elastic insets for 
easy on and off. Rubber outsoles. Whole sizes: 12-15. 
#39482     $100.00
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DWESTPORT 1989 AND OLUKAI
calling all big & tall men to be ready for warmer days

A. CANDLEWOOD STRETCH 
TWILL CARGO SHORTS

These multipurpose shorts ensure an 
excellent fit with a full-elastic waist, interior 
drawcord, belt loops and button/zip fly. 
Six pockets, including a pair of one-snap 
flap cargos. Stretch cotton. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: LT-3XT, 11" inseam; Big sizes: 1X-5X, 
10" inseam. 
#39559     $95.00

B. OLUKAI OHANA SANDALS
Water-resistant, synthetic leather straps, 
quick–drying lining and neoprene backer. 
Whole sizes: 12-15. 
#70061     $75.00

C. OLUKAI LEATHER SANDALS
Anatomically contoured footbeds. Microfiber 
lined comfort straps. Whole sizes: 12-15M. 
#34122     $120.00

D-E SEASIDE SHORT-SLEEVE CREWNECK 
AND HALF-ZIP RASH GUARD SHIRTS

Enjoy the outdoors more with the perfect 
degree of sun and wind protection. Quick-dry 
poly-spandex offers UPF 30 sun protection. 
Designed for performance and all-day 
comfort. Raglan seams. 86% poly, 14% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 
sizes: 2X-5X. 
D. #40953    CREWNECK $79.00
E. #40952     HALF-ZIP $95.00

F. SEASIDE LS RASH GUARD SHIRT
Long days in the surf and sun call for more 
protection. Quick-dry design offers UPF 30 sun 
protection. 86% poly, 14% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40951     $89.00

G-M. COMPO STRETCH SWIM TRUNKS
Four-way stretch trunks with a mesh liner 
equals all-day comfort. 90% nylon, 10% 
spandex; poly liner. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT, 8" inseam; Big sizes: 1X-5X, 7" inseam.
G. #40955 FLAME PLANES $78.00
H. #40954 NAVY LIGHTHOUSES $78.00
J. #40957 NAVY PALMS $78.00
K. #40956 BLUE CRAWDADDY $78.00
L. #40958 AMERICANA BEACONS $78.00
M. #40170 SOLID $69.00
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F. SEASIDE LS RASH GUARD SHIRT
Long days in the surf and sun call for more 
protection. Quick-dry design offers UPF 30 sun 
protection. 86% poly, 14% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40951     $89.00

G-M. COMPO STRETCH SWIM TRUNKS
Four-way stretch trunks with a mesh liner 
equals all-day comfort. 90% nylon, 10% 
spandex; poly liner. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT, 8" inseam; Big sizes: 1X-5X, 7" inseam.
G. #40955 FLAME PLANES $78.00
H. #40954 NAVY LIGHTHOUSES $78.00
J. #40957 NAVY PALMS $78.00
K. #40956 BLUE CRAWDADDY $78.00
L. #40958 AMERICANA BEACONS $78.00
M. #40170 SOLID $69.00 FIND MORE COLORS & STYLES AT WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM
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A. LONGSHORE BEACH SHORTS
Easy, breezy styling feels so right for warm 
weather casual days. Full elastic waist with 
drawcord for adjustability. Soft cotton touch 
with stretch comfort. 97% cotton, 
3% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 
11" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 10" inseam.
#40188    $89.00

B. OLUKAI ULELE SANDALS
Water-resistant, synthetic leather straps 
with soft microfiber lining. Wet Grip Rubber 
outsole adds traction. Whole sizes: 12-15.
#40108     $80.00

C-D. SHORT-SLEEVE MADRAS PLAID 
SPORT SHIRTS

It’s the perfect time to brighten up your 
spring shirt rotation. Short-sleeve design has 
a hidden button-down collar and chest 

pocket. 100% cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. 
C. #41068     MULTI CHECK $125.00
D. #41069     MULTI PLAID $125.00

E. LONGSHORE BEACH PANT
Slip into your new favorite that will be ready 
for all things spring and summer. Cotton with 
a bit of stretch is soft to the touch and ultra 
comfortable. Full elastic waist with drawcord 
for adjustability. 97% cotton, 3% spandex. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 38" inseam; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X, 34" inseam.
#40193     $99.50

F. OCEANSIDE QUARTER-ZIP HOODIE
Lightweight, soft and as comfortable as a 
well-loved tee, this hoodie is ideal when worn 
alone or layered. 79% poly, 14% Tencel®, 7% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 
sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40967     $79.00

G. OCEANSIDE CREWNECK TEE
In a soft blend with plenty of stretch, this 
tee is a must for your shirt rotation. Features 
moisture-wicking technology and UPF 30 
sun protection. 79% poly, 14% Tencel®, 7% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 
sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40841     $59.00

H-K. BOARD SHORTS 
Water sports are more fun with a great-fitting 
pair of board shorts. These have all the 
features that will keep you comfortable. The 
half-elastic waist with drawcord provides 
a secure fit. Mesh lining and pocket bags. 
Rear pocket with closure. 90% nylon, 10% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 
10½" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 9½" inseam. 
H. #40950 SOLID $79.00
J. #40959 PURPLE CACTUS PRINT $85.00
K. #40960 BLUE GEO PRINT $85.00
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WESTPORT LIFESTYLE 
GETS YOU BEACH-READY

G. OCEANSIDE CREWNECK TEE
In a soft blend with plenty of stretch, this 
tee is a must for your shirt rotation. Features 
moisture-wicking technology and UPF 30 
sun protection. 79% poly, 14% Tencel®, 7% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 
sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40841     $59.00

H-K. BOARD SHORTS 
Water sports are more fun with a great-fitting 
pair of board shorts. These have all the 
features that will keep you comfortable. The 
half-elastic waist with drawcord provides 
a secure fit. Mesh lining and pocket bags. 
Rear pocket with closure. 90% nylon, 10% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 
10½" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 9½" inseam. 
H. #40950 SOLID $79.00
J. #40959 PURPLE CACTUS PRINT $85.00
K. #40960 BLUE GEO PRINT $85.00
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A-F.  SHORT-SLEEVE MICRO PRINT 
STRETCH JERSEY POLOS

These refreshing prints give our polos an 
extra punch of visual appeal, and they feel 
as good as they look. With moisture-wicking, 
UPF 50+ sun protection, high breathability 
and four-way stretch. 92% poly, 8% spandex. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 
2X-4X.
A. #40767 SUNNIES WHITE $145.00
B. #40774 MARTINI MRS. WHITE $145.00
C. #40772 MAKO WILLOW MIST $145.00
D. #40765 SALTON BLUE BATIK $145.00
E. #40776 RAIN VIOLETTA $145.00
F. #40773 MILLAR NAVY $145.00

G. SHORT-SLEEVE DRUM STRIPE 
PERFORMANCE POLO

Take a simple and tasteful approach to 
stripes. Equipped with a moisture-wicking 
surface, four-way stretch, UPF 50+ sun 
protection and wrinkle resistance. 92% poly, 
8% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40766     $145.00

H.  SHORT-SLEEVE SOLID PERFORMANCE 
POLO SHIRT

Lighter, faster drying and more comfortable, 
thanks to a four-way stretch jersey 
performance fabric. UPF and odor protected 
too. Self-fabric collar. Short sleeves. 92% 
poly, 8% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#38405     $135.00

WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767

PETER MILLAR WELCOMES POLO SEASON
    our tech exclusives are available in the season’s best patterns and colors
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D

A. RALEIGH PERFORMANCE TROUSER
Goes from the golf course to the workplace 
with ease. Flat-front styling offers a classic 
fit. Soft-touch poly construction offers two-
way stretch and moisture wicking, and is 
made to resist wrinkles. 100% poly. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: 36-46 long, 38" inseam; Big 
sizes: 42-56 regular, 34" inseam.
#40693     $198.00

B. HYPERLIGHT GLIDE SNEAKERS 
An iconic blend of slip-on style and comfort. 
Poly/nylon jersey upper, with foam insole 
and lightweight outsole. Whole sizes: 12-15.
#41065     $165.00

C. MÉLANGE QUARTER-ZIP PULLOVER
Super comfortable, performance packed 
pullover with four-way stretch and UPF 50+ 
protection. Banded cuffs and bottom. 89% 
poly, 11% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#36790     $175.00

D.   SUGAR STRIPE PERTH QUARTER-ZIP 
PULLOVER

An essential layer for days on the course 
(or off ). This easy-care pullover combines 
moisture-wicking and UPF 50+ sun 
protection for ultimate comfort. 89% poly, 
11% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-
4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40728     $175.00

E-F. SALEM PERFORMANCE SHORTS 
Wrinkle-resistant fabric features advanced 
moisture wicking and two-way stretch 
comfort. 90% polyester, 10% spandex. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-46, 12" inseam; 
Big sizes: 42-56, 11" inseam.
E. #40836 TROPICAL CAMO $149.00
F. #40835 SEEING DOUBLE $149.00

G. HALFORD STRIPE PERFORMANCE 
POLO SHIRT

Perfect for your active lifestyle, this polo 
lightweight and breathable with UPF 50+ sun 
protection built in. Self-fabric collar. 92% 
poly, 8% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40771     $145.00
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E-F. SALEM PERFORMANCE SHORTS 
Wrinkle-resistant fabric features advanced 
moisture wicking and two-way stretch 
comfort. 90% polyester, 10% spandex. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-46, 12" inseam; 
Big sizes: 42-56, 11" inseam.
E. #40836 TROPICAL CAMO $149.00
F. #40835 SEEING DOUBLE $149.00

G. HALFORD STRIPE PERFORMANCE 
POLO SHIRT

Perfect for your active lifestyle, this polo 
lightweight and breathable with UPF 50+ sun 
protection built in. Self-fabric collar. 92% 
poly, 8% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40771     $145.00
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HUP YOUR GAME WITH PETER MILLAR
these pieces are made to perform in any weather 
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H. SHIELD HALF-ZIP WINDSHIRT
Make your game more enjoyable with proper protection against the 
elements. This short-sleeve shirt from Peter Millar has a half-zip 
opening for easy on and off. Water-proof, wind-proof fabric boasts 
two-way stretch for added comfort in any conditions. Zippered front 
pockets keep valuables dry. 100% nylon. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-
4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40745    $250.00

A-D. LS PERTH NOVELTY QUARTER ZIP
Constructed from a unique performance 
blend that leverages the power of moisture-
wicking, four-way stretch and easy-care 
benefits. 89% poly, 11% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
A. #40730 GOLF CARTS $175.00
B. #40731 DAZED & TRANSFUSED $175.00
C. #40732 TROPICAL $175.00
D. #40729 BASKETWEAVE $175.00

E-F. HYBRID PRINT SHORT
Subtle patterns with enhanced technology 
help you keep your cool in more ways than 
one! Water-resistant, quick-dry, four-way 
stretch shorts are made for any adventures. 
88% poly, 12% spandex. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: 36-46, 12" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 11" 
inseam.
E. #40833 SKULL PRINT $160.00
F. #40832 JEWEL PRINT $160.00

G. HYBRID SOLID SHORTS
Water-resistant, quick-dry, four-way stretch 
shorts built for land and sea adventures. 
88% poly, 12% spandex. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: 36-46, 12" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 11" 
inseam.
#40831     $160.00

E.F G
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H. SHIELD HALF-ZIP WINDSHIRT
Make your game more enjoyable with proper protection against the 
elements. This short-sleeve shirt from Peter Millar has a half-zip 
opening for easy on and off. Water-proof, wind-proof fabric boasts 
two-way stretch for added comfort in any conditions. Zippered front 
pockets keep valuables dry. 100% nylon. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-
4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40745    $250.00

J. HALES STRIPE PERFORMANCE JERSEY POLO
Look and play your best in this performance polo with a timeless thin 
stripe design. Built with UPF 50+ sun protection, cooling properties 
and built-in stretch for comfort with every move. 92% poly, 8% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40764     $145.00
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G. HYBRID SOLID SHORTS
Water-resistant, quick-dry, four-way stretch 
shorts built for land and sea adventures. 
88% poly, 12% spandex. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: 36-46, 12" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 11" 
inseam.
#40831     $160.00
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A. PERFORMANCE 5-POCKET PANTS
These best sellers are made from an easy-
care, quick-drying fabric that wicks away 
moisture, stretches with you for extra comfort 
and looks sharp on and off the course. 100% 
poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-46, 38" 
inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 34" inseam.
#37217     $198.00

B. CAMO PRINT LEATHER BELT 
Nickel plated brass buckle. Waist sizes: 38-56. 
#39575     $155.00

C-F. NOVELTY PRINT PERFORMANCE 
POLOS

Packed with both personality and all the 
performance features you want. Each polo 
features four-way stretch, quick-dry fabric 

that resists odors and wicks away moisture. 
UPF 50+ sun protection. 92% poly, 8% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-4X.
C. #40768 SEEING DOUBLE $145.00
D. #40779 BIG $145.00
E. #40778 FLORIDA ROOM $145.00
F. #40777 QUEENS $145.00

G. HYPERLIGHT HYBRID VEST 
This lightweight layering piece offers four-
way stretch, and is wind and water resistant 
for inclimate weather. 100% poly. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40749     $245.00

H. PIKE STRIPE PERFORMANCE POLO
Colorful stripes pair with performance for 

ultimate comfort. Four-way stretch, moisture 
wicking and sun protection. 92% poly, 8% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40775     $145.00

J-N. PERFORMANCE SPORT SHIRTS
This smartly-tailored sport shirt is lightweight, 
breathable and moisture wicking. Soft 
touch fabric has two-way stretch and sun 
protection. 100% poly. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
J. #40791 CORYELL $198.00
K. #40792 ELLIS $198.00
L. #40789 REEVES $198.00
M. #40793 CADDIE CLUB $198.00
N. #40790 RIFFS $198.00

C-F
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e. white
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PETER MILLAR IS MADE TO MOVE WITH YOU
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ultimate comfort. Four-way stretch, moisture 
wicking and sun protection. 92% poly, 8% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40775     $145.00

J-N. PERFORMANCE SPORT SHIRTS
This smartly-tailored sport shirt is lightweight, 
breathable and moisture wicking. Soft 
touch fabric has two-way stretch and sun 
protection. 100% poly. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
J. #40791 CORYELL $198.00
K. #40792 ELLIS $198.00
L. #40789 REEVES $198.00
M. #40793 CADDIE CLUB $198.00
N. #40790 RIFFS $198.00
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PETER MILLAR IS MADE TO MOVE WITH YOU
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PETER MILLAR PERFORMANCE ESSENTIALS
lightweight, breathable, moisture-wicking fabrics redefine your game 

A. SALEM PERFORMANCE SHORTS
Whether you are a spectator or player, classic styling is enhanced with 
performance features to make these shorts an essential wardrobe 
addition for your active lifestyle. Made of wrinkle-resistant microfiber 
with advanced moisture wicking and stretch comfort. Flat front. 
100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-46, 12" inseam; Big sizes: 
42-56, 11" inseam.
#37221     $130.00

B. GALWAY STRETCH TERRY QUARTER-ZIP VEST
Made of innovative stretch loop terry that offers moisture wicking, UPF 
50+ sun protection and ease of care. 89% poly, 11% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#38434     $140.00

C. STRETCH MESH PERFORMANCE CREW
Active days call for this lightweight, breathable and quick-drying 
T-shirt with four-way stretch, odor resistance and moisture wicking. 
94% poly, 6% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. 
#40815     $95.00

D-F.  SHORT-SLEEVE NOVELTY PRINT MESH PERFORMANCE POLOS
Peter Millar has taken an active staple, the polo shirt, and infused 
it with all the performance features you can use. Lightweight, 
breathable mesh has four-way stretch, odor resistance and moisture 
wicking. 94% poly, 6% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 
sizes: 2X-4X.
D. #40780 GABLE NAVY $145.00     
E. #40782 PERGLA BLUE BATIK $145.00
F. #40781 TERRACE WILLOW MIST $145.00
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PETER MILLAR PERFORMANCE ESSENTIALS
lightweight, breathable, moisture-wicking fabrics redefine your game 

C. STRETCH MESH PERFORMANCE CREW
Active days call for this lightweight, breathable and quick-drying 
T-shirt with four-way stretch, odor resistance and moisture wicking. 
94% poly, 6% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. 
#40815     $95.00

D-F.  SHORT-SLEEVE NOVELTY PRINT MESH PERFORMANCE POLOS
Peter Millar has taken an active staple, the polo shirt, and infused 
it with all the performance features you can use. Lightweight, 
breathable mesh has four-way stretch, odor resistance and moisture 
wicking. 94% poly, 6% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 
sizes: 2X-4X.
D. #40780 GABLE NAVY $145.00     
E. #40782 PERGLA BLUE BATIK $145.00
F. #40781 TERRACE WILLOW MIST $145.00
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E-H. NOVELTY PRINT COTTON POLOS
Escape from the ordinary with a touch of 
whimsy. Classic fit with a coastal spread 
collar. Three-button placket. 100% cotton. 
Machine wash. Made in Peru. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-4X.
E. #40783 HIBISCUS HAVEN $145.00
F. #40786 SEEING STARS $145.00
G. #40784 CIRCLING SHIVER $145.00
H. #40785 BOTTOM FEEDERS $145.00

A. LONG-SLEEVE CROWN COMFORT QUARTER ZIP
Made with both comfort and performance in mind, the essential solid 
pullover for big and tall men gets elevated in a soft, breathable, pearl-
washed cotton blend interlock with a satiny mélange aesthetic. The 
interior is a plaited perfomance fabric for moisture-management and 
durability. 55% cotton, 45% Modal®, 5% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#38413    $179.00

B-D. CROWN LITE COTTON STRETCH SPORT SHIRTS
A remarkably soft feel and timeless appearance is enhanced with two-
way stretch for added comfort. Features a button-down collar, French 
placket and double-button barrel cuffs. 42% cotton, 36% nylon, 17% 
Lycocell, 5% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
B. #40740     HARDIN CHECK $195.00
C. #40739     WATKINS PLAID $195.00
D. #40738     WILSON CHECK $195.00
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E-H. NOVELTY PRINT COTTON POLOS
Escape from the ordinary with a touch of 
whimsy. Classic fit with a coastal spread 
collar. Three-button placket. 100% cotton. 
Machine wash. Made in Peru. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-4X.
E. #40783 HIBISCUS HAVEN $145.00
F. #40786 SEEING STARS $145.00
G. #40784 CIRCLING SHIVER $145.00
H. #40785 BOTTOM FEEDERS $145.00

J-K. CHAMBRAY OR LINEN FANCY SHORTS
Lightweight, breathable fabric pairs nicely 
with tailored details. Flat-front design 
with belt loops and four pockets. Choose 
chambray of 99% cotton, 1% spandex or 
100% linen. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-46, 12" 
inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 11" inseam.
J. #40828     CHAMBRAY $155.00
K. #40829     LINEN $155.00

L. SOFT TOUCH TWILL SHORT
You have to feel these shorts to truly 
appreciate the soft-to-the-touch comfort.
Flat front design with four pockets. 100% 
pima cotton. Machine wash. Made in Peru. 
Tall sizes: 36-46; 9" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 
8" inseam.
#38436   $135.00 

B-D. CROWN LITE COTTON STRETCH SPORT SHIRTS
A remarkably soft feel and timeless appearance is enhanced with two-
way stretch for added comfort. Features a button-down collar, French 
placket and double-button barrel cuffs. 42% cotton, 36% nylon, 17% 
Lycocell, 5% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
B. #40740     HARDIN CHECK $195.00
C. #40739     WATKINS PLAID $195.00
D. #40738     WILSON CHECK $195.00

L

khaki

navy

stone

WOVEN STRETCH 
LEATHER BELT

Waist sizes: 38-60.
#37382     $125.00
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PETER MILLAR UPDATES THE CLASSICS 
shorts, polos and pullovers get a refresh with modern prints and fabrics
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A-E. PATTERNED LINEN SPORT SHIRTS
Capture the essence of summer in cool, 
breathable linen shirts. Button-front with 
chest pocket. 100% linen. Hand wash or dry 
clean. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X
A. #40797 SECRET COVE $198.00
B. #40796 SHIPFACED $198.00
C. #40798 HIBISCUS BEACH $198.00
D. #40794 CITRUS SLICE $198.00
E. #40795 KIVA BEACH $198.00

F. DOCK SHORT
Casual, go-everywhere comfort is easy with 
these shorts. Feature two-way stretch and 
SPF 50 sun protection. 97% poly, 3% spandex. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: XLT-3XT, 12" inseam; 
Big sizes: 1X-5X, 11" inseam.
#40834     $135.00

G. LAVA WASH DRAWSTRING SHORTS
Pull on a pair of super soft and lightweight 
woven shorts. 53% cotton, 43% Modal®, 4% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 12" 
inseam; Big sizes: 2X-4X, 11" inseam.
#40830     $135.00

H. SUMMER SOFT POCKET TEE
With its special lightweight stretch fiber, this 
tee will be a go-to favorite for the beach, 
casual weekends or anywhere comfort is 
wanted. 50% cotton, 50% Modal®. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40816     $85.00

J-N. PRINT SWIM TRUNKS
Boxer style with built-in mesh lining, two 
front pockets and rear pocket with snap 
closure. 88% poly, 12% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 9" inseam; Big sizes: 
2X-4X, 8" inseam.

J. #40809 SECRET COVE $115.00
K. #40808 LONG ISLAND ICE TEA $115.00
L. #40805 TRANSFUSION $115.00
M. #40807 APERITIF $115.00
N. #40806 MOON JELLIES $115.00

O. SOLID SWIM TRUNKS
Boxer style with built-in mesh lining, two 
front pockets and rear pocket with snap 
closure. 88% poly, 12% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 9" inseam; Big sizes: 
2X-4X, 8" inseam.
#40799     $160.00

P. SWIMS PENNY LOAFERS
A traditional loafer look, but with 
functionality for the water. Nylon upper with 
TPU outsole. Whole sizes: 12-15.
#37943     $160.00
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J. #40809 SECRET COVE $115.00
K. #40808 LONG ISLAND ICE TEA $115.00
L. #40805 TRANSFUSION $115.00
M. #40807 APERITIF $115.00
N. #40806 MOON JELLIES $115.00

O. SOLID SWIM TRUNKS
Boxer style with built-in mesh lining, two 
front pockets and rear pocket with snap 
closure. 88% poly, 12% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 9" inseam; Big sizes: 
2X-4X, 8" inseam.
#40799     $160.00

P. SWIMS PENNY LOAFERS
A traditional loafer look, but with 
functionality for the water. Nylon upper with 
TPU outsole. Whole sizes: 12-15.
#37943     $160.00
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A. PERTH HOODIE
The performance features you want, 
elevated comfort you crave. Moisture-
wicking fabric has four-way stretch to 
make every move with you. 89% poly, 11% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40821     $175.00

B. PERTH LONG-SLEEVE CREW
Super soft to the touch, with extra comfort 
from the four-way stretch. Moisture-wicking 
technology helps you stay cool and dry 
whatever the activity. 89% poly, 11% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40820     $165.00

C. APOLLO PERFORMANCE QUARTER ZIP
Streamlined performance meets innovative 
construction. Soft jersey fabric offers 
moisture-wicking and four-way stretch. Soft 
fleece interior provides next-level comfort. 
95% poly, 5% spandex. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40817     $165.00

D-E. APOLLO PERFORMANCE TEES 
Primed for your active life. Lightweight 
performance yarns offer four-way stretch, 
moisture wicking, odor resistance and sun 
protection. 88% poly, 12% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
D. #40819 LONG SLEEVE $99.00
E. #40818 SHORT SLEEVE $95.00

F-H. HYPERLIGHT PERFORMANCE PANT 
AND SHORTS

It's the performance fabric you need in a 
choice of pant or shorts. Fabric features 
four-way stretch, moisture-wicking and 
water-resistance. 100% poly. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
F. #40822 SOLID SHORT $125.00
G. #40823 PRINT SHORT $130.00
H. #40824 PANT $140.00

J. HYPERLIGHT APOLLO SNEAKER
A tongueless design and elastic laces offer 
comfortable slip-on wear. Upper: 75% 
poly, 25% nyon. Wool, poly sock liner. TPU 
outsole. Whole sizes: 12-15.
#40336     $175.00
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F-H. HYPERLIGHT PERFORMANCE PANT 
AND SHORTS

It's the performance fabric you need in a 
choice of pant or shorts. Fabric features 
four-way stretch, moisture-wicking and 
water-resistance. 100% poly. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
F. #40822 SOLID SHORT $125.00
G. #40823 PRINT SHORT $130.00
H. #40824 PANT $140.00

J. HYPERLIGHT APOLLO SNEAKER
A tongueless design and elastic laces offer 
comfortable slip-on wear. Upper: 75% 
poly, 25% nyon. Wool, poly sock liner. TPU 
outsole. Whole sizes: 12-15.
#40336     $175.00
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 HOW TO MEASURE FOR SIZE
NECK —  For collar size, measure around your neck, keeping 
two fingers between the measuring tape and your neck.
CHEST — (Use for suit or jacket size.) Measure over a shirt. 
Tape should be up under arms and straight across the 
shoulder blades.
SLEEVE — With your elbow bent, measure from the middle of 
your back, directly below the neck, across the shoulders and 
elbow to the wrist. Total inches is your sleeve length. 
WAIST — Measure over shirt at the point where slacks are 
normally worn.
INSEAM — Lay a pair of good fitting slacks flat across 
a hard surface or table. Measure from the crotch seam to the 
bottom hem of the slacks along the inside seam of the leg.  

TALL NECK CHEST WAIST SLEEVE
LT 16-16½ 42-44 36-38 35/36

XLT 17-17½ 46-48 40-42 36/37
2XT 18-18½ 50-52 44-46 37/38
3XT 19 54-56 48-50 38/39
4XT 20 58-60 52-54 38/39
5XT 22 62-64 56-58 38/39
BIG NECK CHEST WAIST SLEEVE
1X 17-17½ 46-48 42-44 32/33
2X 18-18½ 50-52 46-48 33/34
3X 19 54-56 50-52 34/35
4X 20 58-60 54-56 34/35
5X 22 62-64 58-60 35/36
6X 24 66-68 62-64 35/36

RETURNS AND EXCHANGES
New, defective, and unaltered 
merchandise will be accepted 
for a refund or exchange up to 
30 days from receipt of 
merchandise. Go to our 
Shipping-Returns web page 
to print a UPS return label or 
call 1-877-937-8767 to have 
a return label emailed or 
mailed to you. We will deduct 
$8.95 from your credit to cover 
shipping charges. If, however, 
you are making an exchange, 
shipping is on us. (We will not 
deduct $8.95 or charge shipping 
on your new item). Allow 14 
days for us to receive and 
process returns and credits. 
We cannot accept returns or 
exchanges on final sale items.

 YOUR RIGHT TO PRIVACY
Occasionally, we make our 
customer list available to 
carefully screened companies 
whose products may be of 
interest to you. If you prefer 
not to receive such mailings, 
or if you want to remove your 
name from our mailing list, 
call toll-free 1-877-937-8767.

 OUR 100% GUARANTEE
At Westport Big & Tall, your 
complete satisfaction is always 
guaranteed. If you are not 

happy with your purchase for 
any reason, please return it 
(in new, unaltered condition 
please) within 30 days. We will 
gladly exchange it or refund 
your money.

 HEMMING OPTIONS
All dress slacks, suit separate 
slacks and some casual 
pants are shipped with an 
open unfinished bottom. We 
will gladly hem slacks free 
of charge, however, altered 
slacks may not be returned 
for credit or exchange. We 
suggest you try on slacks 
before alterations are made 
to ensure a proper fit. If 
hemming is required, we need 
the inseam measurement. To 
determine your inseam, lay a 
pair of good fitting slacks flat 
across a hard surface. Measure 
from the crotch seam to the 
bottom hem of the slacks along 
the inside seam of the leg.

SIZING INFORMATION
Follow the measuring 
instructions on this page. 
Our sta« will assist you if you 
need help determining the 
correct size. Because this chart 
represents general guidelines, 
your individual measurements 
may vary from ones shown.

ORDER BY MAIL
Westport Big & Tall
2526 North Berkeley Lake Rd.
Suite 100
Duluth, GA 30096

ORDER BY PHONE
call toll-free anytime
1 877 937 8767
1 877 WESTPORT

ORDER ONLINE
www.westportbigandtall.com

ORDER BY FAX
toll-free 1 800 314 1137

MAIL ORDER FORM
available at 
www.westportbigandtall.com

GIFT BOX 

Make your gi¯ special with 

our elegant, signature gi¯ 

box. Only $5.

DELIVERY INFORMATION

We ship all orders within 

one business day of 

receipt. You should expect 

to receive your order 

within 2 to 7 business 

days, depending on the 

state in which you live. 

Our delivery charges are 

listed below. Standard 

ground service applies to 

the contiguous 48 states.  

Packages shipping to 

Hawaii, Alaska and 

Puerto Rico are shipped 

Priority Mail.

EXPRESS DELIVERY

Place your Express 

Delivery order by 2 p.m. 

EST, and it will be shipped 

the same day. Please allow 

3 business days for items 

requiring alterations. 

Express Delivery is not 

available for packages 

shipping to Hawaii, Alaska 

or Puerto Rico.

DELIVERY CHARGES

Ground $9.95

2nd Day Air $26.95

Next Day Air $36.95

navy/
multi

mahogany/ 
multi

ITALIAN WOVEN 
COTTON 

ELASTIC BELT
Waist sizes: 38-60.
#32920     $110.00

VERSATILE BELTS

BRAIDED 
LEATHER & LINEN 

STRETCH BELT
Waist sizes: 38-60.
#39574     $120.00

brown

saddle

DUO TONE 
BRAIDED BELT

Waist sizes: 38-60.
#39573     $125.00

ALAMO VINTAGE 
BISON BELT

Waist sizes: 38-60.
#37136     $115.00

black

brown

navy

taupe

navy

khaki

 black

pinkwhite

cream

yellow

blue

brown

black

natural

navy

RANGER 
LEATHER BELT

Waist sizes: 38-60.
#38705     $85.00

CLASSIC 
LEATHER BELT

Waist sizes: 38-70.
#30172     $50.00

G. ZERO RESTRICTION WATERPROOF SHORT-SLEEVE 
HALF-ZIP PULLOVER

Improves mobility where needed most. Three zippered pockets. 
100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#39356     $349.50

H. ZERO RESTRICTION WATERPROOF POWER TORQUÉ JACKET
Strategically designed to improved flexibility and fit where it counts. 
Wind flap interior. Waterproof zippered pockets. 100% poly. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#39007     $395.00 

coin pocket

double button 
closure

WESTPORT BLACK™ TECHNO GAB

G

100% 
waterproof
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mahogany/ 
multi

VERSATILE BELTS

 black

cream

blue

natural

navy

stone

stone

navy

khaki

J K

G. ZERO RESTRICTION WATERPROOF SHORT-SLEEVE 
HALF-ZIP PULLOVER

Improves mobility where needed most. Three zippered pockets. 
100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#39356     $349.50

H. ZERO RESTRICTION WATERPROOF POWER TORQUÉ JACKET
Strategically designed to improved flexibility and fit where it counts. 
Wind flap interior. Waterproof zippered pockets. 100% poly. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#39007     $395.00 

J-K. WESTPORT BLACKTM TECHNO GAB FF PANTS & SHORTS
High-performance comfort you can wear any season, any occasion. 
Five pockets. Machine wash. Pant: Tall sizes: 36-46 long; Big sizes: 42-
54 reg.60% poly, 21% cotton, 17% polyamide, 2% elastane. Short: Tall 
sizes: 36-46, 11" inseam; Big sizes: 42-54, 10" inseam.
J. #39563     PANT   $155.00        K. #39564     SHORT   $110.00

L. TWO-TONE TOOLED CALFSKIN LEATHER BELT 
Casual, but with a distinct edge. Handcrafted in the USA. Waist sizes: 
38-56.
#40664    $175.00 

khaki

navy

gripper 
waistband

coin pocket

double button 
closure

Innovation. Comfort. Performance. Designed and crafted to improve 
the way you move through this world. Amazing freedom of movement 
combines with a perfect fit and sophisticated styling to create your 
new go-to gabardine pants and shorts.

total 
comfort

anti 
crease

washable quick 
dry

moisture 
wicking

water 
repellent

WESTPORT BLACK™ TECHNO GAB

G

black

100% 
waterproof

black

sealed 
seams

shadow

adjustable 
cuffs

H

100% 
waterproof

shadow

blue/rust

brown

L

navy

red skies
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A-B. SHORT-SLEEVE SOFT-TOUCH POLO
A staple in any man’s wardrobe. Made from 
a smooth interlock fabric that gives it a 
dressier look than a standard piqué knit. 
Classic fit. 100% pima cotton. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
A. #41002 PRINT $125.00     
B. #37541 SOLID $98.00    

C-D.   LONG-SLEEVE NATURAL STRETCH 
POPLIN SPORT SHIRT

Roll up the sleeves and wear with your 
favorite shorts or jeans. Pair with a sport 
coat and head to the office. Styled with a 
button-down collar and back box pleat.

100% cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-
4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
C. #41003     PATTERN $110.00
D. #37997     CHECK, SOLID, STRIPE $110.00

E. SOLID LINEN SPORT COAT
Always a warm weather favorite. The soft 
fit puts a relaxed spin on classic preppy 
style. Ultra-flex construction for mobility 
in shoulders. Fully lined with signature 
pattern. 100% linen. Dry clean. Sizes: 50-56 
reg.; 48-56 long; 44-56 x-long.
#41055     $295.00

F. SEERSUCKER SPORT SHIRT
A quintessential summer favorite, this 
seersucker shirt is a cool, refreshing 

addition to your shirt rotation. The button-
front design has a button-down collar and a 
chest pocket with the signature embroidered 
pony. 100% cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.  
#41010     $110.00

G. FLAT-FRONT STRETCH CHINO PANTS
Ease through your day in classic chinos with 
stretch comfort. With front angled pockets, 
coin pocket and back button-through 
welt pockets. Classic fit. 97% cotton, 3% 
elastane. Machine wash.
Waist: 44-56 42-58 42-48 36-44 36-40
Inseam: 30 32 34 36 38
#37957     $110.00    

POLO RALPH LAUREN 
IS A STEP ABOVE
timeless, simple pieces show quality 

never goes out of style

b. black

A.B

b. navy

a. royal 
foulard

b. white

a. pink 
foulard

b. yellow fin

b. cruise 
green

b. harbour 
island blue

b. grey

b. carmel 
pink

G

c. royal/berry 

c. orange/ blue 

C.D

d. blue/white 
stripe

d. blue/white 
check

d. white

d. black/white 
check
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addition to your shirt rotation. The button-
front design has a button-down collar and a 
chest pocket with the signature embroidered 
pony. 100% cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.  
#41010     $110.00

G. FLAT-FRONT STRETCH CHINO PANTS
Ease through your day in classic chinos with 
stretch comfort. With front angled pockets, 
coin pocket and back button-through 
welt pockets. Classic fit. 97% cotton, 3% 
elastane. Machine wash.
Waist: 44-56 42-58 42-48 36-44 36-40
Inseam: 30 32 34 36 38
#37957     $110.00    

POLO RALPH LAUREN 
IS A STEP ABOVE
timeless, simple pieces show quality 

never goes out of style

white

tan

navy

G

F

rose

blue

navy
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A-B. LONG-SLEEVE OXFORD 
SPORT SHIRTS

Soft washed and perfectly dyed, this shirt is 
as timeless as it gets. Button-down collar. 
Classic fit. 100% cotton. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
A. #41004 PLAID $110.00
B. #34183 SOLID/GINGHAM $110.00

C. LONG-SLEEVE GARMENT DYED 
OXFORD SPORT SHIRT 

Polo’s classic oxford cloth fabric has been 
garment dyed for a rich color and that 
perfect, “broken-in” look and feel. This solid 
big and tall sport shirt is a great, versatile 
wardrobe staple for casual or office wear. 
Button-down collar. Split back yoke with box 

pleat. 100% cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#38896     $110.00

D. SEERSUCKER STRETCH CHINO SHORTS
A warm weather essential, these stretch 
cotton shorts are designed to give you a 
greater range of motion. Flat-front styling. 
Zip fly with button closure. 98% cotton, 2% 
elastane. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-44, 
10½" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 9½" inseam.
#41005     $98.50

E. SHORT-SLEEVE SOLID MESH POLO
The authentic Polo continues to 
demonstrate real staying power as 

an essential in the well-dressed big & 
tall man’s wardrobe. Styled with a two-
button placket, rib knit collar and cuffs, 
embroidered logo and tennis tail bottom. 
100% cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-
4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#41111     $98.00

F. FLAT-FRONT STRETCH CHINO SHORTS
With their breathable stretch twill fabric, 
these relaxed shorts strike the perfect 
balance of style and performance. 97% 
cotton, 3% spandex. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: 36-44, 10½" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 
9" inseam.
#37816     $89.50

A.B

white

navy

light blue

black

French 
turquoise

carmel 
pink

a. white/
blue

a. red/blue

a. multi

a. grey/blue

b. blue

b. blue/white 
gingham

b. blue/white 
stripe

b. aegean

b. white

pink

blue

C

D
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an essential in the well-dressed big & 
tall man’s wardrobe. Styled with a two-
button placket, rib knit collar and cuffs, 
embroidered logo and tennis tail bottom. 
100% cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-
4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#41111     $98.00

F. FLAT-FRONT STRETCH CHINO SHORTS
With their breathable stretch twill fabric, 
these relaxed shorts strike the perfect 
balance of style and performance. 97% 
cotton, 3% spandex. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: 36-44, 10½" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, 
9" inseam.
#37816     $89.50
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A. SHORT-SLEEVE GARMENT DYED 
OXFORD SPORT SHIRT

Garment dyed and washed, you'll enjoy 
a broken-in look and feel from day one. 
Button-down styling with signature 
emboidered Polo player. 100% cotton. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 
2X-5X.
#40998     $98.50

B. SURPLUS FLAT-FRONT SHORTS
Made from breathable cotton chino with 
a relaxed fit. Quarter-top front pockets, 
button-through back pockets and coin 
pocket. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-44, 
11¼" inseam; Big sizes: 42-58, 10¼" inseam.
#40686     $89.50

C. SHORT-SLEEVE GRAPHIC TEE
Wear your Polo Ralph Lauren style with 
pride. The custom tee offers a flattering 
silhouette. Straight bottom. 100% cotton.  
Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40997     $65.00

D. STRETCH PREPSTER PANT 
Designed with total comfort in mind. The 
relaxed fit has a tapered leg and a full elastic 
waist with drawcord. Two front pockets and 
two button-through back pockets. 100% 
cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 
sizes: 1X-5X.
#41053     $110.00

E. SHORT-SLEEVE SOLID V-NECK TEE
Soft cotton jersey with open sleeves and 
straight bottom. 100% cotton. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#36586     $55.00

F. SHORT-SLEEVE POCKET TEE
Get your go-to tee in new or basic colors. 
Embroidered Polo player accents the pocket. 
Short sleeves. Straight bottom. 100% cotton 
jersey. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 
sizes: 2X-5X.
#39625     $55.00

B

white
army 
olive grey

newport 
navy

luxury 
tan

D

C

RELAX IN GARMENT-DYED SOFTNESS FROM 
POLO RALPH LAUREN
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E. SHORT-SLEEVE SOLID V-NECK TEE
Soft cotton jersey with open sleeves and 
straight bottom. 100% cotton. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#36586     $55.00

F. SHORT-SLEEVE POCKET TEE
Get your go-to tee in new or basic colors. 
Embroidered Polo player accents the pocket. 
Short sleeves. Straight bottom. 100% cotton 
jersey. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 
sizes: 2X-5X.
#39625     $55.00
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RELAX IN GARMENT-DYED SOFTNESS FROM 
POLO RALPH LAUREN
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POLO RALPH LAUREN CLASSICS
designed specifically for discerning big & tall men

J. SHORT-SLEEVE SOFT-TOUCH TEE
This pima cotton tee feels superbly soft and 
smooth, and has a subtle luster that gives
it a slightly more upscale look that you can 
pair with a dressier pair of jeans, layer under 
a dress shirt, or even wear by itself under a 
sport coat. Crew neck. Classic fit. 100% pima 
cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40680     $59.50

A. LONG-SLEEVE CHAMBRAY SPORT SHIRT
Styled with a button-down collar and back 
center box pleat. 100% cotton. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#41000     $110.00

B. STRETCH SATEEN 5-POCKET PANT
It's the best of smart style mixed with an 
equal dose of lightweight comfort. 97% 
cotton, 3% elastane. Machine wash. Waist 
sizes: 36-48; inseams vary.
#40999     $125.00

C-G. STRETCH FIVE-POCKET JEANS
These make for a great casual look, but also 
are especially appealing when dressed up 
with a sport shirt and sport coat. Riveted 
front pockets. Straight leg. Relaxed fit. 98% 
cotton, 2% elastane. Machine wash.
C. #38586 BLACK WASH $110.00
D. #38585 DARK RINSE $110.00
E. #38394 LIGHT WASH $110.00
F. #38395 DARK WASH $110.00

Waist: 44-52 42-50 42-48 36-42 36
Inseam: 30 32 34 36 38
G. #40684 DOVE GREY $110.00
Waist: 44-56 42-56 42-46 36-44 36-40
Inseam: 30 32 34 36 38

H. ITALIAN SADDLE LEATHER BELT
Silvertone roller buckle. 1.5" width. Waist 
sizes: 38-60.
#37565     $70.00

e. light 
     wash

A-H

c. black
     wash

stretch denim

d. dark 
     rinse

g. dove grey

a. indigo

a. spring 
red

b. British 
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h. brown

h. black

f. dark
     wash
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POLO RALPH LAUREN CLASSICS
designed specifically for discerning big & tall men

n. white

n. stone

m. camo

n. navy

n. black
n. hudson tan

J. SHORT-SLEEVE SOFT-TOUCH TEE
This pima cotton tee feels superbly soft and 
smooth, and has a subtle luster that gives
it a slightly more upscale look that you can 
pair with a dressier pair of jeans, layer under 
a dress shirt, or even wear by itself under a 
sport coat. Crew neck. Classic fit. 100% pima 
cotton. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40680     $59.50

K-L. HOODED TIE DYE & SOLID TEE
So versatile, you can wear it out by itself 
or layer under a sweatshirt or jacket. It’s 
even light and soft enough to make an ideal 
loungewear piece. Long sleeves; straight 
bottom. 100% cotton jersey. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
K. #41011     TIE DYE $79.50
L. #38145     SOLID $69.50

M-N. CHINO FATIGUE SHORTS
Rugged enough for any adventure, yet 
super soft thanks to a vintage-wash finish. 
Six pockets, including two cargos with 
button-flap closures. 100% cotton. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: 36-44, 10" inseam; 
Big sizes: 42-56, 10" inseam. 
M. #41001     CAMO $110.00
N. #34509     SOLID $98.50

Waist: 44-52 42-50 42-48 36-42 36
Inseam: 30 32 34 36 38
G. #40684 DOVE GREY $110.00
Waist: 44-56 42-56 42-46 36-44 36-40
Inseam: 30 32 34 36 38

H. ITALIAN SADDLE LEATHER BELT
Silvertone roller buckle. 1.5" width. Waist 
sizes: 38-60.
#37565     $70.00

l. black 
marl

l. black

l. white

l. grey

k. navy tie 
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l. navy

K-L

black
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A. TIPPED MESH POLO
The difference is in the details. Highly 
breathable cotton mesh is finished with 
striped tipping. Ribbed knit collar. Signature  
emboidered Pony on left chest. 100% cotton. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#41014     $110.00

B. FLEECE SHORTS
Active or not, these are the pull-on shorts 
you'll want to own and live in. 60% cotton, 
40% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 1X-5X.
#41009     $98.50

C-D. SHORT-SLEEVE SOLID AND PRINTED 
PERFORMANCE POLO SHIRTS

Lightweight stretch jersey wicks away 
moisture to keep you cool and dry while 
looking perfectly put together. 92% poly, 8% 
elastane. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X.
C. #41006     SOLID $110.00
D. #41007     PATTERN $125.00

POLO RALPH LAUREN KEEPS YOU MOVING
sporty styles made for an active summer  

C

D

black

navy

E. PERFORMANCE QUARTER-ZIP POLO
The sporty styling of this polo is matched 
only by the performance features. Innovative 
fibers wick moisture to keep you cool and 
dry while controlling odor. 92% poly, 8% 
elastane. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#41008     $125.00
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C-D. SHORT-SLEEVE SOLID AND PRINTED 
PERFORMANCE POLO SHIRTS

Lightweight stretch jersey wicks away 
moisture to keep you cool and dry while 
looking perfectly put together. 92% poly, 8% 
elastane. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X.
C. #41006     SOLID $110.00
D. #41007     PATTERN $125.00

POLO RALPH LAUREN KEEPS YOU MOVING
sporty styles made for an active summer  

E. PERFORMANCE QUARTER-ZIP POLO
The sporty styling of this polo is matched 
only by the performance features. Innovative 
fibers wick moisture to keep you cool and 
dry while controlling odor. 92% poly, 8% 
elastane. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#41008     $125.00

F. ALL-DAY HYBRID BEACH SHORT
Get all-day comfort from lightweight fabric 
with four-way stretch. Front pockets (one 
with interior key bungee cord) and zippered 
back pocket. 90% recycled poly, 10% 
elastane. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-44, 
10" inseam; Big sizes: 42-56, inseam 9½".
#41012     $98.50

G-H.PRINTED SWIM SHORTS
Choose a classic stripe or go bold with a 
tye-dye look. Drawcord waist. Mesh liner. 
100% recycled poly. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: XLT-3XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
G. #41016     VILLAGE STRIPE $89.50
H. #41015     DIP DYE $98.50
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navy
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A.  STEALTH HALF-ZIP PULLOVER 
A space-dye technique gives this stretch 
jersey pullover its eye-catching style. DryTec™ 
wicking fabric keeps you dry and comfortable. 
Sturdy welded zipper chest pocket. 89% poly, 
11% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-
4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#39899     $110.00

B. TRAVERSE HALF-ZIP PULLOVER 
This versatile stretch double knit interlock 
pullover offers UPF 50+ sun protection, 
moisture wicking, flatlock seams and 
reflective tape trim on zipper bottom. 90% 
poly, 10% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#39577     $100.00

C. SHORT-SLEEVE PENCIL STRIPE 
STRETCH POLO SHIRT

You like to move, so does this pencil stripe 
performance polo. Built with moisture 
wicking, stretch comfort and UPF 50+ sun 
protection. Open short sleeves. 96% poly, 4% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 
sizes: 2X-5X.  
38331     $75.00

WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767

D. SHORT-SLEEVE COTTON+ ADVANTAGE STRETCH PIQUÉ POLO
Enjoy the comfortable feel of premium cotton, the performance 
benefits of microfiber and the stretch comfort of spandex. 55% cotton, 
42% poly, 3% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 
2X-5X.
#37195     $65.00
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C. SHORT-SLEEVE PENCIL STRIPE 
STRETCH POLO SHIRT

You like to move, so does this pencil stripe 
performance polo. Built with moisture 
wicking, stretch comfort and UPF 50+ sun 
protection. Open short sleeves. 96% poly, 4% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 
sizes: 2X-5X.  
38331     $75.00

WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767

D. SHORT-SLEEVE COTTON+ ADVANTAGE STRETCH PIQUÉ POLO
Enjoy the comfortable feel of premium cotton, the performance 
benefits of microfiber and the stretch comfort of spandex. 55% cotton, 
42% poly, 3% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 
2X-5X.
#37195     $65.00

E. VIRTUE ECO PIQUÉ STRIPE RECYCLED POLO
Engineered for versatility and sustainability. High-quality, certified 
eco-friendly recycled poly blend offers moisture wicking, UPF 25+ sun 
protection and a bit of stretch for maximum comfort and versatility. 48% 
recycled poly, 47% poly, 5% spandex piqué. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#41208     $55.00

D

CUTTER & BUCK 
COTTON+ ADVANTAGE

stay dry and comfortable on and offf the course

digital

white

tour blue

liberty 
navy

black

sea blue

cilantro

atlas

college 
orange

college 
purple

elemental
grey

red

E

atlas

tour 
blue

college 
orange

college 
purple

polished

navy

red

black
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A. DRYTEC™ TONAL STRIPE STRETCH 
JERSEY POLO

Moisture-wicking, sun-safe performance 
fabric with an infusion of stretch fibers. Knit 
collar. Open sleeves. Straight hem with side 
vents. 96% poly, 4% spandex. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#38639     $75.00 

B. ADAPT ECO HALF-ZIP PULLOVER
On average, each lightweight, brushed-back 
fleece pullover is made from 23 recycled 
bottles. An excellent moisture-wicking 
performer with four-way stretch and UPF sun 
protection. 88% poly, 12% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40632     $70.00

C. SHORT-SLEEVE COTTON+ ADVANTAGE 
STRETCH JERSEY POLO

A versatile solid polo made from moisture-
wicking, sun-safe cotton performance 
fabric with an infusion of stretch fibers for 
improved comfort and mobility. 57% cotton, 
38% poly, 5% spandex. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40321     $70.00

D. STEALTH HYBRID FULL-ZIP VEST
Engineered for ultimate versatility for work, 
golf or any adventure in a moisture-wicking 
fabric. Shell: 100% poly; Knit liner: 89% poly, 
11% spandex jersey knit. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40642     $115.00

E-F. PLEATED WRINKLE-FREE COTTON 
TWILL PANTS & SHORTS

The hidden stretch waistband expands up 
to 2 inches for a more comfortable fit. Pants 
have a pleated front, extended tab closure at 
waist, front 1/16-top pockets and two button-
through back pockets. 100% cotton. Machine 
wash. 
E. #38392    PANTS     $89.50

Tall sizes: 36-50 long; Big sizes: 42-60 
regular.

F. #38707    SHORTS  $64.50
Tall sizes: 36-50 long, 10” inseam; Big sizes: 
42-60 regular, 8” inseam.

cardinal

college 
orange

indigo

black

polished

kelly 
green

atlas

digital

hunter

A C

CUTTER & BUCK
engineered for exceptional versatility

and year-round layering

black

navy blue

polished

red

tour blue

B

hidden stretch 
waistband expands 

up to 2 inches

E

WESTPORT 1989 
COTTON FLEX
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E-F. PLEATED WRINKLE-FREE COTTON 
TWILL PANTS & SHORTS

The hidden stretch waistband expands up 
to 2 inches for a more comfortable fit. Pants 
have a pleated front, extended tab closure at 
waist, front 1/16-top pockets and two button-
through back pockets. 100% cotton. Machine 
wash. 
E. #38392    PANTS     $89.50

Tall sizes: 36-50 long; Big sizes: 42-60 
regular.

F. #38707    SHORTS  $64.50
Tall sizes: 36-50 long, 10” inseam; Big sizes: 
42-60 regular, 8” inseam.

bordeaux

tour blue

mars

liberty 
navy

black

elemental
grey

chambers

seaweed

white

C

CUTTER & BUCK
engineered for exceptional versatility

and year-round layering

khaki

stone

navy

denim

black

khaki

hidden stretch 
waistband expands 

up to 2 inches

stone

navy

denim

black

nutmeg

E F

hidden stretch 
waistband expands 

up to 2 inches

WESTPORT 1989 
COTTON FLEX

79

D

polishedblack

liberty 
navy
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DOCKERS® SIGNATURE PLEATED TWILLS 
Soft Touch fabric resists wrinkles and looks 
fresh. Classic fit with Individual Fit® waist-
band for extra room. Deeper front pocket 
bags. Button-through back pockets. 98% 
cotton, 2% elastane. Machine wash.  
Waist: 40-54 40-60 42-48 36-42 36-38
Inseam: 30 32 34 36 38
#31708     $68.00

DOCKERS® THERMOREGULATION 5-POCKET
Designed to keep you at a comfortable body 
temperature in cold and warm weather. 
Stretch fibers let you move with ease. Thicker 
threads in high-stress areas. Reinforced with 
chain stitches. 60% cotton, 37% poly, 3% 
elastane. Machine wash.
Waist: 44-54 44-60 42-48 38-42 34-38
Inseam: 30 32 34 36 38
#38382     $65.00 

80

LEVI’S® 559™ DENIM JEANS
Levi’s 559™ jeans sport a straight leg with a 
relaxed fit in the seat and thighs. These classic 
looking big and tall jeans are made with a mid-
weight denim and have the hallmark casual 
comfort of Levi’s® jeans that is always in 
style. 100% cotton. Machine wash.
Waist: 44-54 44-60 42-48 38-42 34-38
Inseam: 30 32 34 36 38
#37147     $69.50

steel
blue

range

Navarro

DOCKERS® SIGNATURE FLAT-FRONT TWILLS
The super soft, No Wrinkles® fabric looks 
newer for longer and keeps you looking 
sharp wherever you go. Extended waistband 
ensures maximum comfort. Deeper front 
pocket bags. Button-through back pockets. 
Classic fit. 98% cotton, 2% elastane. Machine 
wash. See chart at left.
#32148     $68.00

black

khaki

navy

cloud

Burma 
grey

LEVI’S ICONIC DENIM
the American classics that big and tall men come back for again and again

DOCKERS WRINKLE-RESISTANT STRETCH PANTS
refined details, clean lines and stretch fabrics combine for work-to-weekend versatility 

black

dark 
pebble

navy

cloud

khaki

leather

black

British 
khaki

steel 
head
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DOCKERS® THERMOREGULATION 5-POCKET
Designed to keep you at a comfortable body 
temperature in cold and warm weather. 
Stretch fibers let you move with ease. Thicker 
threads in high-stress areas. Reinforced with 
chain stitches. 60% cotton, 37% poly, 3% 
elastane. Machine wash.
Waist: 44-54 44-60 42-48 38-42 34-38
Inseam: 30 32 34 36 38
#38382     $65.00 

LEVI’S® 550TM RELAXED FIT 5-POCKET JEANS
O�ers a more relaxed fit but without compromising 
the level of craftsmanship and quality you find in 
the original 501® style. These jeans offer more 
room through the seat and thighs and are tapered 
below the knee. Made from heavyweight denim. 
100% cotton. Machine wash.  
Waist: 40-60 40-60 40-52 34-44 34-42
Inseam: 30 32 34 36 38
#30121     $69.50

81

stonewash

black

dark wash

rinse

LEVI’S® 541TM ATHLETIC FIT JEANS
Offers a tailored look with the comfort of a 
relaxed jean. Roomier in the seat and thigh, 
with a slightly tapered leg opening (15¾"). 
Sits at the waist. 98% cotton, 2% elastane. 
Machine wash.
Waist: 40-60 40-60 40-52 34-44 34-42
Inseam: 30 32 34 36 38
#37149     $79.50

LEVI’S® 559™ DENIM JEANS
Levi’s 559™ jeans sport a straight leg with a 
relaxed fit in the seat and thighs. These classic 
looking big and tall jeans are made with a mid-
weight denim and have the hallmark casual 
comfort of Levi’s® jeans that is always in 
style. 100% cotton. Machine wash.
Waist: 44-54 44-60 42-48 38-42 34-38
Inseam: 30 32 34 36 38
#37147     $69.50

lake 
merrit

midnight

steel
blue

range

Navarro

LEVI’S ICONIC DENIM
the American classics that big and tall men come back for again and again

DOCKERS WRINKLE-RESISTANT STRETCH PANTS
refined details, clean lines and stretch fabrics combine for work-to-weekend versatility 

native 
cali
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WESTPORT BLACKTM TROUSERS
performance gabardine in the 5-pocket style you like best

grey

black

khaki

blue mix

A
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D

B.C

c. blue

c. lavender

b. pink

b. white

b. blue

82

BURNISHED 
LEATHER BELT

Waist sizes: 38-60.
#31101     $125.00

ALLIGATOR 
CALFSKIN LEATHER BELT

Waist sizes: 38-60.
#31080     $120.00

black

cognac

HAND-BURNISHED 
ITALIAN CALFSKIN BELT

Waist sizes: 38-60.
#34675     $125.00

ITALIAN CALFSKIN EMBOSSED 
ALLIGATOR  BELT 

Waist sizes: 38-60.
#36713      $120.00

cognac

black

cognac

black

brown

cognac

black

brown

D. LAUREN R. LAUREN TOTAL COMFORT STRETCH BLAZER  
Fine worsted wool with natural give and a relaxed, easy fit. Two-
button styling, flap pockets, three interior pockets and center back 
vent. Full stretch lining. 100% wool. Dry clean. Sizes: 48-60 regular & 
long; 42-56 x-long.
#39499     $295.00

E. POLO RALPH LAUREN SOLID LINEN SPORT COAT
Always a warm weather favorite. The soft fit puts a relaxed spin 
on classic preppy style. Ultra-flex construction for mobility in 
shoulders. Fully lined with signature pattern. 100% linen. Dry clean. 
Sizes: 50-56 reg.; 48-56 long; 44-56 x-long.
#41055     $295.00

A. WESTPORT BLACKTM PERFORMANCE STRETCH 
5-POCKET DRESS PANTS

Performance gabardine resists wrinkles, wicks moisture, and keeps you 
looking and feeling good on and off the job. 73% poly, 21% viscose, 6% 
spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-46 long; Big sizes: 48-60 regular. 
#39110     $175.00

B-C. WESTPORT 1989 BUTTON-DOWN NON-IRON DRESS SHIRTS 
Pinpoint oxford cloth features a non-iron, wrinkle-free finish to save 
you time and energy, and keep you looking sharp all day long. Double-
button adjustable cuffs, button-sleeve plackets and chest pocket. 100% 
cotton. Machine wash. See size chart at right.
B. #70939 PINK, WHITE, BLUE SOLID $89.00
C. #34659 LAVENDER, BLUE MINI HOUNDSTOOTH $89.00
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D

navy

black

B.C

WESTPORT 1989 
NON-IRON 

DRESS SHIRTS
pinpoint oxford without the wrinkles

16 16½ 17 17½ 18 18½ 19 20 22
36/37 tall  • • • • • • • • •
38/39 tall   • • • • • • • •
34/35 big     • • • • •

c. blue

c. lavender

b. pink

b. white

b. blue

black

chili

E

HAND-BURNISHED 
ITALIAN CALFSKIN BELT

Waist sizes: 38-60.
#34675     $125.00

cognac

D. LAUREN R. LAUREN TOTAL COMFORT STRETCH BLAZER  
Fine worsted wool with natural give and a relaxed, easy fit. Two-
button styling, flap pockets, three interior pockets and center back 
vent. Full stretch lining. 100% wool. Dry clean. Sizes: 48-60 regular & 
long; 42-56 x-long.
#39499     $295.00

E. POLO RALPH LAUREN SOLID LINEN SPORT COAT
Always a warm weather favorite. The soft fit puts a relaxed spin 
on classic preppy style. Ultra-flex construction for mobility in 
shoulders. Fully lined with signature pattern. 100% linen. Dry clean. 
Sizes: 50-56 reg.; 48-56 long; 44-56 x-long.
#41055     $295.00

CASHMERE CALFSKIN SUEDE BELT
Waist sizes: 38-60.
#37134     $120.00

black

walnut

merlot

chili

brown

ANILINE LEATHER BELT
Waist sizes: 38-60.
#34676     $105.00

white

tan

navy
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A. RIVIERA SOLID TRAVELER TROUSERS
These washable, wrinkle-resistant wool blend pants 
feature a special stretch waistband. Plus, there’s a 
hidden “Passport Pocket”. Flat-front. 54% wool, 44% 
poly, 2% Lycra®. Machine wash. Tall sizes: 36-46 long; 
Big sizes: 42-56 regular. 
#34060     $199.50

B-C. WESTPORT 1989 SPREAD COLLAR 
NON-IRON SOLID DRESS SHIRTS 

Pinpoint oxford cloth features a non-iron, wrinkle-
free finish to save you time and energy, and keep you 
looking sharp all day long. Double-button adjustable 
cuffs, button-sleeve plackets and chest pocket. 100% 
cotton. Machine wash. See size chart.

B. #70938  BLUE, WHITE, LAVENDER, 
SILVER GREY $89.00

C. #72902 BLACK $89.00

D. WESTPORT 1989 SOLID GABARDINE 
PLEATED DRESS PANTS 

The smooth, refined drape of worsted wool gabardine 
creates the kind of trousers you can confidently wear 
throughout the year. Nicely tailored with double 
reverse pleats and a fixed waistband. Unhemmed. 
100% wool. Dry clean. Tall sizes: 36-50 long; Big sizes: 
42-60 regular.
#36508     $169.50

E-G. WOOL-BLEND PANTS 
Lightweight pants in a wool blend have a self-sizer 
waistband that expands up to 2 inches for a more 
comfortable fit. Finished with tab closure, front slash 
pockets and back double welt button-through pockets. 
Unhemmed. 55% poly, 45% wool. Machine wash.
E.  #34051 PLEATED HOUNDSTOOTH $139.50
F.  #34052 FLAT-FRONT HOUNDSTOOTH $139.50

Tall sizes: 36-56 long; 
Big sizes: 42-60 regular.

G.  #33805 PLEATED SOLID $129.50
Tall sizes: 36-60 long; 
Big sizes: 42-60 regular.

ALLIGATOR LEATHER BELT
Waist sizes: 38-60.
#32424     $115.00

LEATHER DRESS BELT
Waist sizes: 38-60.     
#33196     $75.00

EMBOSSED LIZARD PRINT 
CALFSKIN BELT

Waist sizes: 38-60.
#36921     $105.00

REVERSIBLE BELT
Waist sizes: 38-56.
#33800     $110.00

British 
tan

navy

grey

black

charcoal

1. machine washable

2. wrinkle-resistant, 
all-season fabric

3. hidden zippered 
passport pocket

4. stretch waistband

5. stain resistant

6. touch of Lycra® for 
all-day comfort

A

16 16½ 17 17½ 18 18½ 19 20 22
36/37 tall  • • • • • • • • •
38/39 tall   • • • • • • • •
34/35 big     • • • • •

RIVIERA TRAVELER TROUSERS
low-maintenance pants for your high-maintenance lifestyle

black

navy

khaki

charcoal

grey

D

B.C

black

cognac

brown

black

brown

brown smooth/
black pebble

black smooth/
brown pebble

black

cordovan

brown

tan

WESTPORT 1989

WESTPORT 1989
the quintessential all-season gabardine trouser
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D. WESTPORT 1989 SOLID GABARDINE 
PLEATED DRESS PANTS 

The smooth, refined drape of worsted wool gabardine 
creates the kind of trousers you can confidently wear 
throughout the year. Nicely tailored with double 
reverse pleats and a fixed waistband. Unhemmed. 
100% wool. Dry clean. Tall sizes: 36-50 long; Big sizes: 
42-60 regular.
#36508     $169.50

E-G. WOOL-BLEND PANTS 
Lightweight pants in a wool blend have a self-sizer 
waistband that expands up to 2 inches for a more 
comfortable fit. Finished with tab closure, front slash 
pockets and back double welt button-through pockets. 
Unhemmed. 55% poly, 45% wool. Machine wash.
E.  #34051 PLEATED HOUNDSTOOTH $139.50
F.  #34052 FLAT-FRONT HOUNDSTOOTH $139.50

Tall sizes: 36-56 long; 
Big sizes: 42-60 regular.

G.  #33805 PLEATED SOLID $129.50
Tall sizes: 36-60 long; 
Big sizes: 42-60 regular.

85

black

tan

brown

EXECUTIVE STEERHIDE BELT
Waist sizes: 38-60.
#37133     $110.00

WESTPORT BLACKTM OSTRICH BELT
Waist sizes: 38-56.
#41067     $198.00

WESTPORT 1989  
durable no-wrinkle wool blend pants

E-G

black/white 
houndstooth

black

navy

grey

brown

charcoal

tan

hidden stretch waistband 
expands up to 2 inches

available in 
pleated 

or flat front

British 
tan

navy

grey

black

b. lavender

b. white

b. silver 
grey

c. black

b. blue

RIVIERA TRAVELER TROUSERS
low-maintenance pants for your high-maintenance lifestyle

black

navy

khaki

charcoal

grey

D

B.C

WESTPORT 1989

WESTPORT 1989
the quintessential all-season gabardine trouser

navy

dark 
brown

WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM          
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black

TASC SUSTAINABLE PERFORMANCE 
super-soft, plant-based materials 

make the difference

navy

black

CARROLLTON QUARTER-ZIP PULLOVER
Thermoregulated for any activity. 51% 

organic cotton, 41% bamboo viscose, 8% 
spandex. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.

#39568   $99.50

CARROLLTON WORKOUT SHORTS
52% organic cotton, 43% bamboo viscose, 5% spandex. 

Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 11" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 9" inseam.
#39569   $67.50

black

CARROLLTON WORKOUT PANTS
52% organic cotton, 43% bamboo viscose, 5% spandex. 

Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 34" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 32" inseam.
#39570   $99.50

navy 
heather

CARROLLTON WORKOUT TEE
Protects from sweat, sun and odor. 
52% organic cotton, 43% bamboo 

viscose, 5% spandex. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.

#39567   $59.50

black 
heather

navy 
heatherheather

grey

black 
heather

black 
heather

grey 
heather

navy 
heather

indigo 
heather

black 
heather

HOODED TEE
Active style with a fitted hood, thumbholes 

and seamless shoulders. 52% organic 
cotton, 43% bamboo viscose, 5% spandex. 

Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#39923   $99.50

navy 
heather

black 
heather

slate 
grey

WESTPORT LIFESTYLE TOP PERFORMERS
fabrics move with you and raise the bar on comfort  

navy

grey

black

wine

wine

grey

black

navy

white
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TASC SUSTAINABLE PERFORMANCE 
super-soft, plant-based materials 

make the difference

navy

black

CARROLLTON QUARTER-ZIP PULLOVER
Thermoregulated for any activity. 51% 

organic cotton, 41% bamboo viscose, 8% 
spandex. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.

#39568   $99.50

CARROLLTON WORKOUT PANTS
52% organic cotton, 43% bamboo viscose, 5% spandex. 

Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 34" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 32" inseam.
#39570   $99.50

ALL DAY PERFORMANCE SHORT
Provides moisture-wicking and UPF 30 sun protection. 75% nylon, 

25% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40972   $95.00

WESTPORT LIFESTYLE TOP PERFORMERS
fabrics move with you and raise the bar on comfort  

ALL DAY PERFORMANCE JACKET
Performance stretch knit with contrasting neck trim. Signature 

zipper pull and two zippered pockets. 75% nylon, 25% spandex. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.

#40475   $149.00

navy

grey

black

wine

ALL DAY PERFORMANCE QUARTER-ZIP PULLOVER
Performance stretch knit makes this the perfect layer for cool 

weather activities. Mock-neck style with contrast color band on 
the inside. 75% nylon, 25% spandex. Machine wash.

Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40473   $115.00

wine

grey

black

navy

ALL DAY PERFORMANCE 
ELASTIC WAIST JOGGERS

Drawcord waist for adjustability. Two front 
pockets and zippered back and cargo pockets. 

75% nylon, 25% spandex. Machine wash.Tall 
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.

#40474   $125.00

navy

grey

black

wine

MÉLANGE V-NECK TEE
Versatile comfort will become a new favorite. 100% poly. 

Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40996   $49.50

navy

blue

black

red

pista

navy

grey

black

wine
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SHORT-SLEEVE MESH HOODIE 
Change up your t-shirt routine with our cool-wearing hoodie. Super light and 

moisture wicking. 100% poly Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. 
#40156   $65.00

88

blacknavy

STAY ACTIVE WITH WESTPORT SPORT
engineered specifically for big & tall men

MESH SHORT
Elastic waist and mesh pocket bags. 
Moisture wicking keeps you dry and 

comfortable. 100% poly. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 
9½" inseam; Big sizes: 2X-5X, 8.5" inseam. 

#40973   $58.00

ACTION SHORTS
With an elastic waist and handy pockets 

90% nylon, 10% spandex. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 
9½" inseam; Big sizes: 1X-5X, 9" inseam. 

#40154   $69.00

WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767

SHORT-SLEEVE WORKOUT TEE
Tech fibers keep moisture away from your 

skin, plus allows for great range of motion. 
100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT;

Big sizes: 2X-6X. 
#39958   $50.00

WORKOUT PANTS
Stay cool and dry during and after workouts. Elastic waistband 

with inside drawcord. On-seam pockets. 100% poly. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-6X. 

#39960   $70.00 

charcoal

navy

black

white

black

navy

purple

teal

light 
blue

LONG-SLEEVE WORKOUT TEE
Natural stretch mesh knit performance fabric wicks moisture 

away from your body. Crewneck. 100% poly. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-6X. 

#40469   $60.00

navy

charcoal

white

black

grey
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STAY ACTIVE WITH WESTPORT SPORT
engineered specifically for big & tall men

89WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767

navy

navy

black

WORKOUT SHORTS
Lightweight, moisture-wicking athletic shorts with full elastic 

waist and handy pockets. 100% poly. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-6X. 

#39959   $58.00

black

charcoal

navy

light 
grey

black

TRACK JACKET AND PANTS
Made of breathable, moisture-wicking 

fabric for extra comfort. Jacket with zip 
front and lower pockets. Pant has full 
elastic waist and pockets. 100% poly. 

Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-6X.  

#39961 JACKET $90.00
#39962 PANT $80.00

SHORT-SLEEVE WORKOUT TEE
Tech fibers keep moisture away from your 

skin, plus allows for great range of motion. 
100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT;

Big sizes: 2X-6X. 
#39958   $50.00

HALF-ZIP PULLOVER
Engineered to keep moisture away 

from your skin, plus allows for 
great range of motion. 100% poly. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 

Big sizes: 2X-6X. 
#40212   $70.00

fabric for extra comfort. Jacket with zip 

black

navy

charcoal

charcoal

black

white

navy

light 
grey

royal

WORKOUT PANTS
Stay cool and dry during and after workouts. Elastic waistband 

with inside drawcord. On-seam pockets. 100% poly. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-6X. 

#39960   $70.00 

black navycharcoal

LONG-SLEEVE WORKOUT TEE
Natural stretch mesh knit performance fabric wicks moisture 

away from your body. Crewneck. 100% poly. Machine wash. Tall 
sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-6X. 

#40469   $60.00
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WESTPORT SPORT 365 STRETCH TERRY 
COMFORT

super soft, all-around performance fabric 
makes every move with you

FIND MORE COLORS & STYLES AT WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM90

365 STRETCH TERRY QUARTER-ZIP HOODIE
Super soft comfort with a lined hood, lower 

pockets and signature zipper pull. 95% cotton, 
5% spandex. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 

Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40470   $98.00

lagoon

black

grey

365 STRETCH TERRY CREW
This long-sleeve tee has plenty of stretch 

comfort, with ribbed knit openings. 
95% cotton, 5% spandex. Machine wash. 

Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#40472   $85.00

lagoon

black

grey

365 STRETCH TERRY JOGGERS
All-around performance comfort. With two front pockets 
and one zippered rear pocket. 95% cotton, 5% spandex. 

Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40471   $98.00

lagoon

black

grey

navy

365 STRETCH TERRY SHORTS
All-around performance comfort. With two front pockets 
and one zippered rear pocket. 95% cotton, 5% spandex. 

Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40974   $85.00

lagoon

black

grey

navy

steel

black

academy/
neptune

knockout

academy
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WESTPORT SPORT 365 STRETCH TERRY 
COMFORT

super soft, all-around performance fabric 
makes every move with you

91FIND MORE COLORS & STYLES AT WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM

lagoon

black

grey

lagoon

black

grey

navy

PERFORMANCE STRIPE STRETCH POLO
This best-selling polo is now lighter and more 

breathable to keep you cooler and more 
comfortable. 94% poly, 6% elastane. Machine 

wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X..
#41070   $60.00

SHORT-SLEEVE TECH™ POLO SHIRT
Made with a textured fabric that’s soft, lightweight and breathable. Quick-

dry, moisture-wicking technolgy. Self-fabric collar, and three-button 
placket. 100% poly. Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.

#40850   $39.99

BLITZING 3.0 CAP
Durable and versatile, this cap is loaded with 

performance features. Foam-padded front panel. 
Pre-curved visor. UA Microthread fabric for 

superior stretch and breathability.
#39806   $25.00

navy

whitered

graphite black

UNDER ARMOUR 
IS MADE 

TO PERFORM 
breathable, moveable 

and completely comfortable

steel

black

academy/
neptune

knockout

academy

black

white

graphite

Carolina
blue

navy

maroon

red

royal

quirky 
lime

Fresco 
blue

stone

blaze 
orange
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GET IN THE GAME WITH UNDER ARMOUR 
meet and exceed your fitness goals with the top-performing tech fabrics

SPORTSTYLE SHORT-SLEEVE TEE
Moisture-wicking, four-way stretch performance fabric 

features a soft, natural feel. 60% cotton, 40% poly. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 

#38399   $25.00

white

charcoal

black

tent black
rose

royal

grey

navy

red

royal

black

navy

SPORTSTYLE JOGGERS
Soft inner traps 
warmth. Handy 

pockets. 100% poly. 
Machine wash. 

Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-4X. 
#38351   $59.99

black

white

black

pitch 
grey

navy

carbon

navy

black

batik

STRETCH TRAINING 
SHORTS

Designed for total mobility,  
with ultra-stretchy 

fabric and a hem that 
accomodates the way your 
legs move. 90% poly, 10% 
elastane. Machine wash. 

Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 
2X-4X.

#40492   $35.00

navy

pitch
grey

black

royal

steel

navy

black

VITAL WOVEN WARM-UP PANTS
Woven ripstop fabric is smooth, lightweight, durable and 

wind-resistant. Mesh lining for comfort and breathability. 
Side ankle zips for easy on and off. 100% poly. Machine 

wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X. 
#39802   $40.00

UA TECH™ 2.0 HALF-ZIP PULLOVER
Everything you need: loose, light and keeps you 

cool! Moisture-wicking and dries quickly. 100% poly. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.  

#38353   $40.00

black

navy

carbon

cruise 
blue

black 
stripe

cerulean

red

halo
grey
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SQUAD WOVEN PACKABLE JACKET
Durable stretch woven construction with mesh side piecing. 

Four-way stretch. Adjustable hood. 100% poly. Machine wash. 
Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 

#40852   $60.00

93WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767

JOGGER MESH SHORT
Breathable design with 

elastic waist, drawcord and 
two pockets. 100% poly. 
Machine wash. Tall sizes: 
LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.

#40117   $25.00

GET IN THE GAME WITH UNDER ARMOUR 
meet and exceed your fitness goals with the top-performing tech fabrics

TECH™ 2.0 SHORT-SLEEVE TEE
Loose, light and it keeps you cool. 100% poly. 

Machine wash Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X. 
#38354   $25.00

SPORTSTYLE GRAPHIC PRINT TEE
Loose-fit tee is soft to the touch, and wicks moisture 
away quickly to keep you dry. 60% cotton, 40% poly. 

Machine wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-5X.
#40849   $25.00

black
rose

royal

grey

navy

red

royal

black

navy

black

navy

grey

royal

black
twist

navy
twist

white

carbon

hendrix victory 
blue

93877.937.8767

black

white
black/red

black

white

carbon

navy

black

batik

UA TECH™ GRAPHIC SHORTS
 Printed shorts are loose, 
light and keep you cool. 

Encased elastic waist with 
internal drawcord. Mesh 

pockets. 100% poly. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big 

sizes: 2X-5X.
#40853   $25.00navy

pitch
grey

black

IGNITE VI SLIDE SANDALS
Footbed has two layers 

of Performance 4D Foam® 
for  comfort. Anatomical 
contours provide extra 

cushion. Whole sizes: 12-15.
#40121   $35.00

royal

steel

navy

black

blaze 
orange

UA TECH™ GRAPHIC SHORTS

royal

steel

navy

white

black
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JOCKEY® BOXER BRIEF 2-PACK
Super soft yet durable rib knit combed cotton. H-fly 

contour construction. 100% cotton. Black/Teal, 
Navy/Wine, Midnight/Blue. Big sizes: 2X-6X.

#39202   $26.00

2UNDR SWING SHIFT LONG LEG BOXER BRIEF
Joey pouch. 95% Modal®, 5% elastane. 

Grey, Burgundy, Black, Navy. 
Big sizes: 1X-4X; 9" inseam.

#71359   $45.00 

2UNDR SWING SHIFT STANDARD BOXER BRIEF
Joey pouch. 95% Modal®, 5% elastane. 

Burgundy, Black, Grey, Royal. 
Big sizes: 1X-5X; 6" inseam. 

#71358   $42.00 

2UNDR POWER SHIFT LONG LEG BOXER BRIEF
Navy, Grey, Black. Featuring the 

Joey pouch. 90% poly, 10% elastane. 
Big sizes: 1X-4X; 9" inseam.        

#71360   $47.5094

UNDER ARMOUR CHARGED COTTON® 3-PACK
Dries faster/stretches more. 57% cotton, 38% poly, 

5% elastane. Assorted: Black, Gray/Multi, Blue/Multi, 
White, Tricolor/Multi. Big sizes: 1X-5X; 6" inseam.

#40120   $40.00

UNDER ARMOUR TECH™ BOXERJOCK® 2-PACK
Soft, breathable four-way stretch. 90% poly, 
10% elastane. Assorted: Black/Black, Grey/

Charcoal, Royal/Navy, Navy/Grey, Red/Black. 
Big sizes: 1X-5X; 6" inseam.

#40119   $35.00

BIG & TALL UNDERWEAR
expanded selection of brands, styles and colors

WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767

POLO RALPH LAUREN BRIEFS 3-PACK
Designed in cotton jersey with 

signature elastic waistband. 58% cotton, 
37% poly, 5% spandex. White, Black. 

Big sizes: 1X-4X.
#40869   $46.50

POLO RALPH LAUREN BOXER 3-PACK
The ultimate in shape and support in soft cotton 
jersey. 1x1 fly front, signature elastic waistband. 

58% cotton, 37% poly, 5% spandex. Grey Assorted 
(Charcoal Stripe/Red/Grey Mix), Blue Assorted (Lt. Blue 

Pony/Blue Mix/Royal), White, Black. Big sizes: 1X-4X.  
#40867   $46.50

JOCKEY® 
CREWNECK T-SHIRT 2-PACK

100% cotton. 
White/White or Black/Black. 

Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-6X. 
#30163   $29.50 

WESTPORT 1989 KNIT BOXER SHORT 2-PACK
87% nylon, 13% spandex. Black/Iron, 

Black/Navy. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 1X-5X.
#39925   $55.00

JOCKEY® BRIEF 2-PACK
100% cotton. Tall sizes: 36-46. White. 

#30166   $24.00 
Big sizes: 46-68 regular. White, Black. 

#30223   $24.00 

PETER MILLAR PERFORMANCE BOXER
92% poly, 8% spandex. 

Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 1X-5X.
a. #40839  TIDAL   $49.50   
b. #40837   MAKO   $49.50   

c. #40838   TRANSFUSED   $49.50   

PETER MILLAR SOLID STRETCH BOXER
92% poly jersey, 8% spandex. Cottage Blue, Black, 

White. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 1X-5X.
#34540   $49.50

a. navy

b. willow 
mist

c. moon 
mist

WESTPORT 1989 WOVEN BOXER 2-PACK
100% cotton. Black/Grey, Blue/Pink, Navy/Green. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 1X-5X.

#39924   $55.00

black/grey blue/pink navy/green
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JOCKEY® BOXER BRIEF 2-PACK
Super soft yet durable rib knit combed cotton. H-fly 

contour construction. 100% cotton. Black/Teal, 
Navy/Wine, Midnight/Blue. Big sizes: 2X-6X.

#39202   $26.00

2UNDR POWER SHIFT LONG LEG BOXER BRIEF
Navy, Grey, Black. Featuring the 

Joey pouch. 90% poly, 10% elastane. 
Big sizes: 1X-4X; 9" inseam.        

#71360   $47.50

POLO RALPH LAUREN V-NECK OR A-SHIRT T-SHIRT 3-PACK
100% cotton. Embroidered Polo pony logo. 

V-NECK   #40871   $46.50
White. Tall sizes: XLT-4XT; Big sizes: 1X-4X.

Black. Tall sizes: XLT-4XT.    
A-SHIRT   #40872   $46.50

White. Tall sizes: XLT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.

BIG & TALL UNDERWEAR
expanded selection of brands, styles and colors

WESTPORTBIGANDTALL.COM              877.937.8767 95

JOCKEY® 
V-NECK T-SHIRT 2-PACK

100% cotton. White/White. 
Tall sizes: LT-4XT;
Big sizes: 2X-6X.
#30164   $29.50 

POLO RALPH LAUREN 
CREWNECK T-SHIRT 3-PACK

100% cotton. Embroidered Polo 
pony logo. White, Black. Tall sizes: 

XLT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40870   $46.50

POLO RALPH LAUREN BRIEFS 3-PACK
Designed in cotton jersey with 

signature elastic waistband. 58% cotton, 
37% poly, 5% spandex. White, Black. 

Big sizes: 1X-4X.
#40869   $46.50

95

POLO RALPH LAUREN 
SLEEP PANTS

Woven cotton with elastic 
waist, button fly, side-

seam pockets and hemmed 
bottom. 100% cotton. Black, 
Navy. Tall sizes: XLT-4XT, 33" 
inseam; Big sizes: 1X-4X, 31" 

inseam.
#31613   $59.50

POLO RALPH LAUREN BOXER 3-PACK
The ultimate in shape and support in soft cotton 
jersey. 1x1 fly front, signature elastic waistband. 

58% cotton, 37% poly, 5% spandex. Grey Assorted 
(Charcoal Stripe/Red/Grey Mix), Blue Assorted (Lt. Blue 

Pony/Blue Mix/Royal), White, Black. Big sizes: 1X-4X.  
#40867   $46.50

POLO RALPH LAUREN 
BOXER 3-PACK

With covered elastic 
waistband and Polo pony 

embroidery at the left hem. 
58% cotton, 37% poly, 5% 
spandex. Big sizes: 1X-4X.

#40868   $46.50

3-Pack 
Black/White

JOCKEY® 
CREWNECK T-SHIRT 2-PACK

100% cotton. 
White/White or Black/Black. 

Tall sizes: LT-4XT; 
Big sizes: 2X-6X. 
#30163   $29.50 

JOCKEY® BRIEF 2-PACK
100% cotton. Tall sizes: 36-46. White. 

#30166   $24.00 
Big sizes: 46-68 regular. White, Black. 

#30223   $24.00 

3-Pack 
Blue

WESTPORT 1989 WOVEN BOXER 2-PACK
100% cotton. Black/Grey, Blue/Pink, Navy/Green. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 1X-5X.

#39924   $55.00
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A. LAVA WASH HOODIE
Worn in from day one. Pouch pocket. 53% 
cotton, 43% Modal®, 4% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT; Big sizes: 2X-4X.
#40727     $175.00

B-F. PRINT/SOLID STRETCH SWIM TRUNKS
Boxer style with built-in mesh lining, two 
front pockets and rear pocket with snap 
closure. 88% poly, 12% spandex. Machine 
wash. Tall sizes: LT-4XT, 9" inseam; Big sizes: 
2X-4X, 8" inseam.

B. #40804 BIRDIES EYE VIEW $115.00
C. #40801 SHIP FACED $115.00
D. #40800 GOLD RUSH $115.00
E. #40803 TIC-TAC TATT $115.00
F. #40802 OCEAN TIME $115.00

PETER MILLAR COMFORT
A
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